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 Houston: The Transfor-
mation of Metropolis,
by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner
'73. As Houston comes

into its own as a major American
city, Rice alumni are in the fore-
front of the growth.

9
 Houston: Searching for
the Past, by Louis J. Mar-
chiafava PhD '76. The city's
rapid growth with an eye to

the future threatens to eradicate
many traces of the past.

The Odyssey of
Angelo Miele, by
B.C. Robison. From
a village in Italy, to

Argentina, to the United States,
and finally to Rice, the career of
Angelo Miele has been a physical
as well as an intellectual odyssey.

27 seasons
looks back
his lasting
athletics.

In Memoriam: Jess
Neely. The man whose

• name was synonymous
with Rice football for

died April 9. SALLYPORT
on Neely's career and
contributions to Rice
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Continuing Studies
The Office of Continuing Studies and Special
Programs offers language courses designed
to develop conversational skills in Spanish,
French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Ger-
man, Italian, Arabic, and Russian. Daytime
courses in intensive English as a Second Lan-
guage (ESL) are offered at nine levels of profi-
ciency. For more information call 527-8101,
ext. 3791 or 3792.

Executive Development
The Office of Executive Development of the
Jones School offers a series of one- and two-
day seminars designed to help executives and
managers of small- to medium-sized busi-
nesses improve their knowledge of finance,
accounting, computers and productivity.
There is a charge for all classes. For more
information or to be placed on the waiting list,
call 527-9651 or 527-8101, ext. 3232.
June 17 How to. Develop a Business

23 Plan Profit Improvement
Workshop for the
Growing Business

July 12-14 Project Management
16 How to Market
26-27 Corporate Financial Reporting:

New Developments Update
Aug. 5-6 Financing Your Business

16-17 How to Buy a Business
22-23 Construction Contract

Administration
Sept. 9-10 How to Negotiate

16 Microcomputers for Executives
and Managers

20 How to Achieve Greater Results
from Your Employees

23-24 Tax Planning and Accounting
Considerations for the Small/
Medium Business

SRUW
The Society of Rice University Women will
hold its first meeting of the 1983-84 school
year Monday, September 12, in the Grand
Hall of the RMC. Pat Martin will speak on
"Life in the Residential Colleges."

FILMS

The Rice Media Center will show the following
films this summer. Thursday and Sunday night
films are at 7:30 P.M. only. Friday night double
features begin at 7:30 P.M. only. Saturday night
films are at 7:30 and 10:00 P.M. Admission is $2
except for premiere films and double features,
which are $3.

June 16 Nights of Cabiria
17 Cat on a Hot Tin Roof / Sudden-

ly Last Summer
18 Montenegro
19 shop Around the Corner
23 Lola Monies
24 Sweet Bird of Youth / Night of

the Iguana
25 Kamikaze 1983 (premiere)
26 Stage Door
30 The Magician

July 1 The 39 Steps / Foreign Corre-
spondent

2 Bad Timing
3 The Pajama Game
7 Under Milkwood
8 To Be Or Not To Be / Ministry of

Fear
9 My Dinner With Andre
10 Come and Get It
14 Rashoman
15 The Third Man / Our Man in

Havana
16 Special Treatment (premiere)
17 The Man Who Laughs
21 Dead of Night
22 Dr. No / Alphaville
23 The Last Detail
24 Whiskey Galore
28 Les Mistons / Jules and Jim
29 The Spy Who Came in From the

Cold / The Iperess File
30 Contract
31 The Gay Divorcee

SP OR TS

Football
Sept. 1

10
17
24

Oct. 1

Houston, home, 7:00 P.M.
Minnesota, home, 7:00 P.M.
LSU, home, 7:00 P.M.
Southwestern Louisiana,
home, 7:00 P.M.

Texas at Austin, 7:00 P.M.
8 TCU, home, 7:00 P.M.
15 Texas Tech at

Lubbock, 7:00 P.M.
22 Texas A&M, home, 2:00 P.M.
29 Arkansas at

Fayetteville, 7:00 P.M.
Nov. 5 SMU at Dallas, 2:00 P.M.

12 Baylor at Waco, 2:00 P.M.

NOMECOMIN•

Homecoming 1983 is October 21-22. Events
will include tours of Rice's new computer
facility, the Mudd Building. A tentative sched-
ule for Homecoming is as follows; further
details will be announced in a Homecoming
brochure to be mailed in September.

Friday, October 2/
3:00-5:00 P.M. Early registration, Alumni

Office, second floor of the
RMC. Refreshments will be
served and alumni archives
will be on view.

Evening Reunion parties, including
Class of '33 Golden Reunion.
Details to be announced in
September.

Saturday, October 22
8:30-11:30 A.m. Registration, RMC Lobby.
9:00 A.M. Golden R coffee honoring

classes 1916-33.
Friends of Fondren/Rice
Engineering Alumni recep-
tion.
Wreath-laying on William
Marsh Rice's tomb by silver
anniversary class of '58.
Faculty lectures: choose
from Kenneth W. Kennedy,
Jr. '67 (mathematical scienc-
es); Roderick J. McIntosh

10:15 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

(anthropology); and Geoffrey
L. Winningham '65 (photog-
raphy); subjects to be
announced.

11:45 A.M. Luncheon and Annual Convo-
cation, including awarding of
gold medals for distinguished
service.

2:00 P.M. Rice vs. Texas A&M, Rice
Stadium.

5:00-7:00 P.M. Dance to Big Band music
courtesy of John E. Dyson
'43 in the Grand Hall of the
RMC.
College alumni invited to indi-
vidual colleges for a cookout.

Evening Reunion parties, including
Class of '58 Silver Reunion.
Details to be announced in
September.

-TR A V EL

Rice Travel/Study opportunities include a pre-
trip lecture and reading list, usually a Rice facul-
ty escort, and a group of special people. If you
want to join alumni and friends of Rice on an
unforgettable adventure, write the Association
of Rice Alumni for more information. Upcoming
trips include the following. See the back cover
for details of the 1983-84 season.

July 16-30

Aug. 31 -
Sept. 14

Dec. 20-27
Feb. 1984

May 1984
June 1984
July 1984
Sept. 1984

Alaska and Canada Cruise with
John Anderson of geology
Greece and the Greek Isles
aboard the sailing vessel Sea
Cloud
England
San Francisco, Vatican Art,
Wine Country
Spain and Portugal
Austria and Oberammergau
Scandinavia by Sea, Leningrad
South Africa

ART

Mid-Aug. —
mid-Sept.

"Philip Johnson: Proposal for
the University of Houston Col-
lege of Architecture Building,"
Farish Gallery, 12 N. - 5 P.M.,
Mon. - Sun., 527-4870 for
more information.

The Sewall Gallery and the Rice Museum are
closed for the summer.
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THROUGH 'ME SALLYPORT

Honor Bright
Graduation with honors is typically a highly
sought acknowledgement of excellence, but
what exactly does the honor mean? Rice pre-
sents honors degrees to 20 percent of its gra-
duating students each year, with a breakdown
of 3 percent summa cum laude, 7 percent
magna cum laude, and 10 percent cum laude.
This year the percentages translated into 18
summa, 41 magna, and 58 cum laude degrees
in a class of 596.

In a recent article, the Wall Street Journal
compared honors standards at schools across
the country and found that 70 percent of Har-
vard graduates receive honors while none of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
do. Harvard awards summa cum laude, magna
cum laude with highest honors, magna cum
laude, cum laude, and cum laude in general
studies. MIT avoids the laurels to discourage
competition and to stress the fact that all MIT
graduates are first class.

Columbia uses a system similar to Rice's,
the Journal reports, holding honors to 15 per-
cent each year. But it is possible for a student
at Yale to graduate summa cum laude after
making D's in 20 percent of his classes. Some
schools require more than a grade point aver-
age to determine honors graduates—Cornell
students must complete a special honors
project and Stanford requires teacher recom-
mendations.
Systems for conferring honors are so var-

ied that graduate schools and businesses tend
to disregard them and make their own judg-
ments based on the student's transcript, the
Journal concludes.

Meanwhile, some schools want to restore
the value of honors. Duke, for instance,
passed a proposal last year to lower honors
from 60 percent to 33 percent at the 1983
commencement, but student opposition to the
idea was so strong that it was dropped.
Instead, a second proposal that takes effect
with the class of '86 was passed.

Business Slant
A Rice graduate student has been in the news
lately — including on the front page of the New
York Times — for having reconstructed the
Original version of Stephen Crane's Red
Badge of Courage. Henry Binder will see his
version of the classic novel published by
W.W. Norton this month. The new edition
includes substantial revision both of the text
and of the tone of the work millions of
Americans have come to know in English
class.

According to Binder, the novel was cut in
1894 by Crane's editor to make it less bitter
and pessimistic. After Crane's untimely death
at age 29 in 1900, his widow gave away the
original manuscript, parts of which have
ended up in archives at the University of
Virginia, Harvard, Columbia, and the New
York Public Library. Binder's work has
included restoring many phrases, passages,
and one full chapter. The deletions had been
published and referred to previously, but
Binder's edition of the novel is the first to be
published in its complete, restored version.

Surprisingly, at Rice Binder is neither a
graduate student in literature nor in history.
He is working toward a master's in business
and public management in the Jones School,
and it was his experience publishing The Red
Badge of Courage that brought about the shift
in emphasis.

Binder originally decided to pursue
graduate studies in literature at the University
of Southern California, where he first became
interested in the original version of Crane's
novel. After receiving his PhD and teaching
American literature and film for four years at
the University of Michigan, Northwestern,
and USC, he came into contact with the
business world working with W.W. Norton.

Binder's favorable impression of the
business world was diametrically opposed to
his view of academia, where "I was treated
badly and unprofessionally," he says. He
decided on a career change and applied to the
Jones School.

Eventual plans call for Binder to branch out
professionally once again, into the communi-
cations field, "where the product is story."
"I love the movies and writing," he says, and
this time, the business degree should help
ensure a higher salary.

In the meantime, there is no question that
Henry Binder has a good head for business on
his shoulders. With sales of his edition of the
Crane book to generations of present and
future students virtually assured, he is
spending his summer vacation writing a
screenplay of the new Red Badge of Courage.
He already has an agent working on selling the
screenplay, his second, and he plans to keep
on writing.

Theatre Lovers
Seventeenth-century London may seem a
long way from Rice in 1983, but three Rice
professors are involved in a British project
that seeks to recreate at least a small but sig-
nificant part of that distant past. Theatre pro-
fessor Neil Havens '56, along with English
faculty Dennis Huston and Alan Grob, have
been named academic advisors for the North
American chapter of the Shakespeare Globe
Center, a planned complex that will include
restoration of the famous Globe Theatre on
its original site.
The Globe was built in London on the South

Bank in 1599, and was the site of the original
production of many of Shakespeare's plays. It
burned in 1613, was rebuilt in 1614, and was
demolished in 1644. In the mid-1930s a group
including Herbert Hoover, Joseph P. Kenne-
dy, the president of Yale University, and the
governor-general of Canada started an effort
to rebuild the theatre, but the approach of the
Second World War put an end to the project.
The site was bombed during the war and
warehouses were eventually built there.
A second effort to rebuild the Globe was

begun in 1971 by groups in Great Britain and
the United States. Plans call for a museum,
cinema, sound and vision library, pub, restau-
rant, and apartment building in addition to the
theatre. The foundation stone is scheduled to
be laid July 12, with construction running until
1988.

Research has determined the site of the
original Globe within 150 yards. The new
Globe, open-air like the original, will seat
1,500 and will host performances in the sum-
mer. During the winter, tours of the facility
will be available. The complex will feature an
additional 400-seat arena, the 'nig° Jones
Theatre, a replica of a 1617 building, to host
plays in the winter.

According to Havens, the Rice faculty
involved in the Globe project have been "min-
imally active" to date. However, once the

building is completed, they will screen stu-
dents and faculty in Texas who have research
projects they wish to pursue at the Globe
Center.

Arch Rivalry
Although it received a great deal of attention,
the report in the April SALLYPORT that the
University of Houston would build a rival
sallyport on their campus was apparently
somewhat premature. It turns out that the
Cougars' new home for their College of
Architecture may not feature a sallyport after
all.

According to S.I. Morris '35, whose firm,
Morris *Aubry, is collaborating with Philip
Johnson and John Burgee to create the new
building, most of the sallyport rumors derive
from the Houston Chronicle article quoted in
the last SALLYPORT. In fact, "there will be an
atrium, but no sallyport, nothing to rival
Lovett Hall," Morris says. "I don't even
know how this whole sallyport thing got
started."
The Chronicle picked up on SALLYPORT'S

protest and reprinted a lengthy portion of
"Copy Cats" from the April "Through the
Sallyport" under the headline "Another
Campus and Another Sallyport." Reporter
Larry Gage noted, "there could be a budding
controversy at two institutions of higher
learning here over the use of the term
sallyport."
Now the powder keg has apparently been

defused. In fact, to prove there are no hard
feelings, Rice's Farish Gallery in the School of
Architecture is mounting a show on the new
building. Titled "Philip Johnson: Proposal for
the University of Houston College of
Architecture Building," the exhibit will run
from mid-August through mid-September.

It all goes to show there's no reason to
make a sallyport out of a molehill. Just
because two major universities are located in
the same city is no reason for them to become
arch rivals.

Feminine Wiles
According to an Associated Press story,
"increasing numbers of young women have
been gaining recognition through award-
winning entries in the Westinghouse Science
Talent Search." For three consecutive years
— 1980-82 — women won the first-place
$10,000 scholarship in the national
competition for high school students. This
year 45 percent of the winners were women,
up a dramatic 200 percent from the 1981
figure. Half of the top ten scholarship winners
in 1983 were women.

Since Rice is the school that granted a
degree to the first woman engineering
graduate in Texas (Anna Lay Turner '28), it
comes as no surprise that at least one of the
women among the Westinghouse finalists,
Terri Sanford of Coral Springs, Florida, plans
to enroll here next fall.
As an outstanding young woman, Terri will

find herself in distinguished company. The
ratio of women at Rice has risen slowly over
the years to about 35 percent, and as the
percentage of women here has risen, so has
the impact of the women students. The 1982-
83 school year was especially impressive from
the female perspective.
More student leadership positions than

ever before were held by women this year,
including Student Association President Mary
Ellen Trunko '83, Graduate Student
Association President Nichol Dolby, Thresher
editor Jeanne Cooper '84, and Campanile
editor Elizabeth Glass '84. On the specifically
science front, five of the eight Rice
Engineering Alumni Student Awards given
each spring to outstanding students in the
various engineering disciplines went to
women, including chemical engineers Jennifer
Knauth '83 and Mary Kramer '84, electrical

engineer Karen Scholz '83, civil engineerJulie
Shryne '83, and mechanical engineer Corinne
Cowart '84. Male engineers James Baeder
'83 (mechanical), Lars Hansen '84
(electrical), and Henry Petri '84 (civil) were
also honored.

Senior REA award winner Karen Scholz is
arguably Rice's outstanding woman graduate
in 1983. The Phi Beta Kappa member
received her degree with highest honors to
climax a remarkable career, including head
cheerleader her sophomore year, an
exchange student her junior year at
Cambridge — where she was named
England's 1982 collegiate individual champion
in gymnastics, served as ladies head boat in
crew, and had lead dance roles in several
theatre-dance productions — and a return to
Rice this year to graduate on schedule,
despite performing as a soloist and doing
choreography for the Rice Dance Troupe,
taking a major role in the Rice Players'
Bodies, and earning the title "Miss Humble"
to qualify for the 1983 Miss Texas Scholarship
Pageant on the Miss America track.
Named one of Glamour Magazine's seven

honorable mentions in the 1982 "Top Ten
College Women" competition along with
fellow Rice alumna Susan Hemphill '82, Karen
was recently the subject of a feature in the
Houston Post. Now looking ahead to the Miss
Texas pageant in July, she plans to return to
Rice this fall to pursue a master's in computer
science with the aid of a Hertz graduate
fellowship. Eventual plans call for earning a
PhD in the study of artificial intelligence at
Stanford.

Ex Marks the Spot
Alumni who have been frustrated in their
desire to display publicly the exact nature of
their relationship with Rice no longer need to
fret. This spring the Rice Campus Store, at
the urging of the Alumni Association, is selling
blue and gray "Rice Ex" stickers suitable for
display on car windows. The emblems, featur-
ing the traditional rendering of Sammy, com-
plement the already awesome array of Rice
and Fighting Owl bumper stickers and decals
available from the Campus Store. Although
the stickers normally sell for 55 cents, the
Alumni Association is distributing them free to
the Class of '83 to welcome the newcomers
into the ranks of Rice alumni.

Meanwhile, some alums have not been con-
tent to sit back and wait for the wheels of
bureaucracy to grind out a means of marking
their car as an alumni vehicle. A "RICE 44"
license plate from Indiana was recently spot-
ted in Houston, which leads SALLYPORT to
wonder just how many graduates have chosen
the personalized plate method of showing
school spirit. If you have a Rice license, tell us
about it—or better yet, send a photo—and we
will print it in an upcoming SALLYPORT.
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H OUS T ON

The Transformation
of Metropolis

BY JEFFREY KARL OCHSNER '73

In the days since Rice was founded, Houston has grown from a provincial Texas railhead into the fifth  
some say fourth   largest city in America. Inevitably, the rapid growth has brought troubles along with tri-
umphs, and in recent years Houstonians have begun to address the problems. In the 1980s Rice architects,
engineers, builders, developers, and businessmen are in the forefront of Houston's building for the future
with full awareness of its growing importance as a center for business, architecture, and cultural activity. In
the first segment of a two-part look at Houston's emerging recognition both of its past and of its destiny,
author/architect Jeffrey Karl Ochsner examines the transformations underway as the city prepares for a role
of national leadership in the years to come.

When Rice University opened its doors in September
1912, the tallest building in Houston was the Bankers
Mortgage Building, standing just ten stories tall. By
the time the second class matriculated, the downtown
skyline had been altered by the 17-story Rice Hotel
then under construction. Succeeding classes at Rice
watched the downtown skyline grow and change as
one downtown building after another vied for the
claim to be tallest — the Neils Esperson Building (30
stories, 1927), the Gulf Building (36 stories, 1929), the
Humble (now Exxon) Building (44 stories, 1963), One
Shell Plaza (50 stories, 1971), First International
(now InterFirst) Plaza (55 stories, 1980), and Texas
Commerce Tower (75 stories, 1982) have all held the
distinction. The growth of the downtown skyline has
symbolized the dynamic growth of Houston. And while
the character of Houston's downtown has changed
over the years, it has retained its preeminence as the
major regional employment, cultural, and government-
al center and as the primary focus of development, far
outstripping such subcenters as Greenway, Post Oak,
or North Belt. Its continuing vitality is evident in the
current and planned projects that will carry it into the
1990s and beyond.

H 0 US T ON
Some Facts

Downtown Houston, the area bounded by Interstate
Highways 10 and 45 to the north and west and U.S.
Highway 59 to the east, and extending a few blocks
beyond Interstate 45 to the south, is the historic cen-
ter of Houston. The square grid street pattern of
downtown was established by the Allen Brothers in
1836, and for many decades the entire life of the city
occurred within this area.

Today, although Houston extends for miles in all di-
rections, downtown remains the center of the most
intense development. Downtown includes roughly 60
million square feet of floor space. Office space ac-
counts for more than half the total.
The most recent survey of downtown reveals that

about 174,000 people are employed there, over three-
quarters of them in office employment. Retail employ-

"The school of architecture at Rice
has been in Houston for half the
life of the city, 71 years. It has been
at the center of the architecture
consciousness of Houston since
1912. The first half of the life of
Rice's architecture school, not
much thought was given to Hous-
ton and its problems as a city. Only
in the last two decades has atten-
tion been given to that."

Barry Moore '62
Barry Moore Architects

ment accounts for the next highest use at 8 percent,
and all other uses total only 14 percent.
Downtown employment is not evenly dispersed, but

is centered in a 60-block district, the "core area,"
where the major banks, office towers, hotels, and
department stores are found. As shown in Figure 2,
this area is clustered around the intersections of
McKinney Street with Travis and Main streets.
As a result of intense development in the core,

Houston has one of the highest density employment
centers in the United States, approximately on a level
with the downtowns of Chicago, Philadelphia, and even
parts of Manhattan. Houston is often called a "low
density city," but this is true only of residential densi-
ties; Houston's employment densities are among the
highest in the country.

Jeffrey Karl Ochsner BA '73, MArch '76 is an architectural
design coordinator at Houston Transit Consultants and a lec-
turer in Rice's School of Architecture. The author of H.H.
Richardson: Complete Architectural Works, published by the
MIT Press in 1982, Ochsner has contributed several articles to
Texas Architect. He is married to Sandra Lynn Perkins '76, an
attorney with the Houston law firm Butler & Binion.

0 U S T ON
Trends

Projections of future employment and floor space with-
in downtown — made within the context of regional
demographic forecasts, announcements of future con-
struction, historic absorption trends, and other avail-
able information — are even higher than the current
levels. According to projections made in 1981, building
development downtown is likely to increase by 32.2
million square feet by the year 2000, an increase just
over 50 percent, and employment is expected to be
about 295,000, an increase of 70 percent over 1981
levels. Most of the increase will be in office employ-
ment and some will be in retail, with negligible
increases in all other use categories.
As a result of this growth, an already dense down-

town will become even denser. Most of the growth will
occur along the fringes of the core area and on the few
remaining vacant parcels within its boundaries. Com-
muter travel to and from downtown will increase in
direct proportion to downtown employment because
downtown will remain an area without concentrations
of housing.
These long-term projections are actually exceeded

by current projects. By 1981, downtown office con-
struction had begun an unprecedented boom. How-
ever, office development in Houston has historically
run in cycles of overbuilding and underbuilding. It is
expected that in the long term, the general trends will
prevail and the projections retain their validity. In the
immediate future downtown Houston will see signifi-
cant development and change as a result of projects
now in planning or already under way.

H 0 US T ON
Metro

The most dramatic project, which will shortly break
ground, is the METRO subway construction through
downtown, the downtown piece of the METRO Stage
One—Regional Rail System. As part of the referendum
that created METRO in August 1978, voters in Hous-
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Houston Skyline 1983: In recent years the Houston skyline
has changed dramatically from one month to the next. The
shot from the northwest on the page opposite shows recent
construction on the west side in relation to such familiar
"old" landmarks as Pennzoil Place.
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Buffalo Bayou Transformation: Drawing of the proposed downtown wharf area.

metropolitan transit authonly/houston transit consultants

Figure 2: Downtown employment by block (1981).

Figure 1: Outstanding buildings on. the cur-

rent skyline pictured on page 4 include:

1. Lyric Center
2. Texas Commerce Tower
3. RepublicBank Center
4. Pennzoil
5. One Shell Plaza
6. Allied Bank Tower
7. Interfirst Plaza
8. 2-Allen Center
9. 1 -Allen Center
10. Capital National Bank
11. 4-Allen Center
12. 1600 Smith

ton and Harris County approved the METRO plan for
provision of service improvements to the existing bus
operations, creation of new regional transit services
such as METROLift, CarShare, VanShare, and Park
and Ride, and development of a regional system of
high-capacity transitways for high-speed, high-capacity
travel in the major regional corridors. As a result of
detailed study undertaken since 1980, the METRO
board in September 1982 approved the 18.2-mile
Stage One Rail Project, the first phase of a proposed
94.7-mile rail system, and in December 1982, after
three months of public discussion, approved the con-
struction of a subway under Main Street through
downtown Houston as part of the Stage One Project.

Peachtree Center Station, 120 feet below the streets of
Atlanta, is an example of the airy, spacious character of

modern subway design. Houston stations will have a simi-
lar ambience, but will be side-platform stations of shallow

cut-and-cover construction appropriate to the subsurface

conditions in downtown Houston.

Since that time, METRO and their general consul-
tant, Houston Transit Consultants, have proceeded
with the preliminary design of the system, and in April
1982, teams of architects and engineers began the
detail design of the subway portion. Two teams are

actually working on the subway design. The first,
headed by Parsons, Brinkerhoff/Tudor of Atlanta,
includes CBM Engineers, Morris .Aubry Architects,
John S. Chase FAIA, Lockwood, Andrews and
Newnam, Fernandez Engineering Services, and
Georgia A. Wilson & Associates, all of Houston. This
team is responsible for the three downtown stations
and associated line sections. The second team, headed
by Sverdrup & Parcel & Associates of New York and
Bernard Johnson of Houston, includes Taylor/Lundy/
HKS Architects of Houston, Marlatt-Vaugn Associates
of Pasadena, and Madison & Madison International and
Williams-Russell and Johnson, both of Atlanta. This
team will design the under-the-bayou crossing section
as well as a portion of the system north of downtown.
As currently envisioned, the subway will stretch

from just south of Interstate Highway 10 at the north
to near the intersection of Hadley and Main streets at
the south. This subway portion will include three sta-
tions — the north station in the area of the intersection
of Main and Prairie streets, the center station in the
area of the intersections of Main and Dallas and Main
and Lamar streets, and the south station in the area of
the intersection of Main and Jefferson streets.
Each station will be organized on two levels below

grade. From the street, passengers will take stairs or
escalators to reach the intermediate level where tick-
ets and passes will be validated. Stairs and escalators
will connect this level to the lower level, where
patrons will board or exit the six-car trains from the
450-foot platforms. At certain stations, it may be pos-
sible to walk directly from the pedestrian tunnel net-
work or even from adjacent buildings directly into the
station.
METRO General Manager Alan Kiepper (an adjunct

professor in Rice's Jones Graduate School of Adminis-
tration) has compared the construction of each subway
station to building a skyscraper on its side under-
ground. At over 500 feet in length, each station is
equivalent to a building about 40 stories tall.
The impact of the rail system on downtown Houston

cannot be completely predicted. METRO has pro-
jected that almost 175,000 transit passenger trips will
pass through the three downtown stations daily by the

year 2000. The history of similar projects in other cit-
ies gives some indication of what may happen as a
result. In Washington, D.C., a major department store
connected to one of the new rail stations saw a 70 per-
cent increase in retail sales over earlier levels once the
system opened. Downtown Washington also saw new
restaurants and retail stores opening and staying open
at night. In other cities, a similar renewal of downtown
nightlife has occurred. Downtown Houston, which has
lost many restaurants serving dinner and major region-
al retail growth to the suburbs, could see some of
these activities returning due to improved access.
At the same time, the rail system will provide a via-

ble alternative to daily automobile commuting. For
downtown employees living to the north or southwest,
the areas of greatest residential concentration, com-
muting time will clearly be reduced. From West Belt to
downtown, the trip will take only 19 minutes — much
less than the equivalent automobile trip on Westpark
Drive and the Southwest Freeway. The ultimate
impact of the Stage One Rail System on downtown
cannot be known until the system opens, but it certain-
ly will contribute to a downtown vitality essential if
Houston is to become a great international city.

As SALLYPORT went to press a bond election to fund the rail

project was defeated 2-to-1, leaving the project's future in

question.

H OUS T ON

Buffalo Bayou

The City of Houston originated on the banks of Buffalo
Bayou. For its first years, at least, the city focused on
the bayou as its connecting link with the rest of the
world. After the Civil War, when Houston became the
major railroad center in Texas, the bayou became less
important. Although barges continued to operate until
the 1920s, the focus of the downtown had long since
moved south. In recent development, the bayou has
been largely ignored.

In 1971, in preparation for the United States Bicen-
tennial, Charles Tapley Associates was commissioned
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by the City of Houston to develop a plan for the "beau-
tification and improvement of Buffalo Bayou from
Sabine Street to Allen's Landing." In November 1974,
the plan was approved by City Council, but lack of
funding prevented implementation. In March 1979 the
project was resumed under sponsorship of the Wor-
tham Foundation and expanded to Shepherd Drive to
the west, and on the action of City Council in 1980,
was expanded as far as Hirsch Road to the east of
downtown. The plan, as developed, includes not only
provisions for park land, but also detailed hydraulic
studies and proposals to resolve flood control
concerns.
When the project was extended east, the city also

approved the development of a demonstration area just
west of the Sabine Bridge (west of downtown) as a
pilot project to show the types of improvements possi-
ble along the bayou. This construction is now under
way.

In December 1981 the first tax increment finance
district in Houston was established along the bayou to
provide the organization and funding mechanisms for
the proposed improvements. In February 1982 flood
control bonds were approved, including $10 million for
the creation of a new channel on Buffalo Bayou at its
confluence with White Oak Bayou. The new channel
would eliminate a switchback in the bayou and create
an island at the north end of downtown. A constant
water level would be maintained around the south side
of the island, permitting the development of facilities
similar to the Riverwalk in San Antonio. The possibili-
ties of the island development are not completely
determined, but proposed scenarios include mixed use
development, expansion of the educational facilities
of the University of Houston, and preservation of
historic structures.

H OUS T ON

Cultural Development

Bordering on Buffalo Bayou is the complex of buildings
that make up Houston's cultural center. Although the
Coliseum and Music Hall date from 1937, the center
began to take its present form with the construction of
Jones Hall in 1966, the Albert Thomas Convention
Center in 1968, and the Alley Theatre in 1969. Of
these facilities, Jones Hall has been the most heavily
used. Built to house the Houston Symphony and tour-
ing attractions, it soon became the home of the Hous-
ton Grand Opera and Houston Ballet as well. But since
1969 the performing arts have grown substantially and
attendance at performing arts events has increased
274 percent, far outstripping Jones Hall's capacity.

In response to the growing demand and the shortage
of theatre space, the Lyric Theatre Foundation was
formed in 1977, and, with funding from the Cullen
Foundation, began long-range planning for Houston's
performing arts needs. Their proposal, a new perform-
ing arts complex located on two blocks bounded by
Texas Avenue, Preston and Smith streets, and Buffalo
Bayou, was accepted in 1980 by City Council, which
then donated the land.

Morris*Aubry Architects, with Jaffe Acoustics as
acoustical consultants and Jean Rosenthal Associates
as theatre consultants, designed the new facility,
which includes a 2,300-seat opera house and an 1,100-
seat musical theatre. A capital fund drive with the goal
of $75 million has since been under way. Following a
contribution of $15 million by the Wortham Foundation
in September 1981, the complex was renamed the Gus
Wortham Theatre Center.

"Rice attracts highly motivated stu-
dents from all over the world,
many of whom make significant
contributions to the quality of life
and the economic strength of the
community."

Louis D. Spaw, Jr. '40
Spaw-G lass

The design of the facility is not completely resolved.
However, it is known that the theatres will be on the
northernmost of the two blocks with the lobby areas
spanning Prairie Street. A landscaped plaza on the
south block will provide a forecourt for the main

Wortham Theatre: Architect's rendering of the interior of
the main theatre.

facade. Current plans call for groundbreaking this
year and opening in late 1985.

Although the Wortham Theatre is the major con-
struction planned in the cultural center area, several
other facilities are also in planning for Houston's cul-
tural complex. The project for a new Alley Theatre
Center is perhaps the most unusual. In a complex land
purchase and construction agreement, Gerald D.
Hines Interests is building a new 12-story parking
garage on the half block behind the Alley Theatre. The
thirteenth floor of the garage will be a proscenium the-
atre seating about 450. Although the design has not
been finalized and officially announced, a scheme by
Morris*Aubry Architects (with Rice professor Peter
Waldman as consultant) was featured in the January
1983 Progressive Architecture as a Design Awards
Citation winner.
A somewhat less well-known cultural project is the

Houston Museum of History. A project of the Harris
County Heritage Society, it will be at the east edge of
Sam Houston Park, on the site bounded by Dallas,
Lamar, and Bagby streets. It also has not been
officially announced.

H OUS T 0 N

Convention Center
While major cultural attractions are planned for the
west side of downtown, the largest new facility, the
George R. Brown Convention Center (like the present
Albert Thomas Convention Center, named for a mem-
ber of the Rice class of '20) is proposed for the east
side. The project will be constructed in three phases to
an ultimate size of 1,882,000 square feet on land
bounded by U.S. Highway 59, Clay and Capitol
streets, and a new street to be created between Jack-
son and Chenevert streets. As contemplated in early
1983, the initial phase will break ground in January
1984 and be completed in 1987 at a cost of approxi-
mately $175 million. The first phase is to include
500,000 square feet of exhibit and reception areas,
another 200,000 square feet of meeting and ballroom
space, and additional administrative and support spaces
to total 963,000 square feet. The design team for the
Brown Convention Center includes Bernard Johnson,
Golemon and Rolfe Associates, John S. Chase FAIA,
Molina & Associates, Haywood Jordan McCowan,
Moseley Associates, and 3D/International.

H OUS T ON

Institutions
The University of Houston Downtown College opened
in 1974 in the historic Merchants and Manufacturers
(M&M) Building at 1 Main Street. This structure has
been converted to classroom, lab, library, and office
space in a continuing renovation project. Approxi-
mately 260,000 square feet are now in use by the
6,400 students in seven degree programs. An addi-
tional 150,000 square feet will be renovated for
enlargement of these uses by 1985. In 1981 the cam-
pus expanded across Buffalo Bayou through the pur-
chase of the Harley Hotel at 101 Main Street. This is
undergoing conversion to a dormitory and student life
facility. Other expansion of the campus is planned in
the area west of the M&M Building, and may include
lecture/classroom buildings, a parking facility, and out-
door spaces tied to the Buffalo Bayou beautification
project.
At the opposite end of downtown another institu-

tion, St. Joseph's Hospital, is also in a continuing pro-

gram of addition and renovation. The original facility at
1919 LaBranch Street dates from 1938, with additions
in 1940, 1947, and 1966. Current construction includes
renovation of the ground floor of the main patient care
building, with the addition of a 10,000-square-foot,
four-story, nonclinical area at one corner. An 18-story
professional office building that will include some out-
patient facilities is now under construction at Austin
and Calhoun streets and a replacement Women's Facil-
ity with 105 beds and labor, delivery, and nursing ser-
vices is now in final design; ground breaking should
occur in 1983 on the block bordered by Crawford,
Calhoun, Jackson, and Jefferson streets.
The South Texas College of Law is adding an 11-

story office and classroom building designed by Brooks
Association to its facilities on Fannin Street. Harris
County will actually own the top two floors, which will
be courts of appeals courtrooms. The unique joint use
gives the courts access to the school's law library and
law students direct access to courtroom proceedings.
Completion is expected in late 1983.

While many downtown office and retail employees
may be unfamiliar with educational and hospital facili-
ties, one downtown institution, the Downtown YMCA,
is widely known and heavily used. On January 23,
1983, the $7 million renovation and addition to the
facility at 1600 Louisiana Street was dedicated. With
the new addition, the Downtown YMCA totals 125,000
square feet, including a new multi-purpose gymnasium,
outdoor and indoor running tracks, eight new racquet-
ball courts, and an activity room. The expansion of
locker room facilities also allows women to be admitted
for the first time. The Downtown YMCA currently has
about 5,500 members, but the new facilities provide
space for up to 8,000.

H OUS T ON

Commercial Development

The Houston downtown skyline is the product of com-
mercial development. Its variation through time has
reflected the changing styles of architectural taste
from the Renaissance classicism and Art Deco mod-
erne of the Esperson and Gulf Buildings to the abstract
modernism of Tenneco, First City, and One Shell
Plaza. However, in the mid-1970s, Pennzoil Place, a
project of Gerald D. Hines Interests designed by Philip
Johnson/John Burgee with associate architects S.I.
Morris Associates (now Morris*Aubry), broke with
the box and startled the architectural world with its
double trapezoidal plan and sloped roofs. Since that
time, plain orthogonal towers have been displaced by
a plethora of forms and colors, as shown by new
commercial structures in downtown Houston.

Projects recently completed, now under construc-
tion, or soon to break ground include:

Texas Commerce Tower (completed fall 1981):
Designed by I.M. Pei & Partners of New York with
associate architects 3D/International of Houston for
Gerald D. Hines Interests and Texas Commerce Bank,
this 75-story, five-sided tower in gray granite, stain-
less steel, and dark tinted glass is Houston's tallest
building. It stands in United Energy Plaza, which is
marked by the Joan Mire) sculpture "Personage with
Birds."

Concorde Tower (completed 1982): The first
project in Houston of Realand USA, the Concorde
Tower was the first major high-rise building in down-
town Houston with a precast structure. The 22-story
rectangular building with multi-faceted corners was
designed by H. C. Hwang Partners. The precast struc-
tural techniques allowed the building schedule to be
accelerated by several months.

Four Seasons Hotel (completed 1982): This 30-
story hotel with 411 guest rooms and 129 residential
apartments, designed by CRS, Inc., for Texas East-
ern, Cadillac Fairview, and Four Seasons, includes the
first residential apartment complex to be built in down-
town Houston in over a decade.

Allied Bank Plaza (completion 1983): Designed
by Skidmore Owings & Merrill with Lloyd Jones
Brewer & Associates, this 71-story tower is sheathed
in green mirror glass. In plan, the building is composed
of two quarter circles. The plaza at its base opens up
to the pedestrian tunnel level, allowing direct access
from the street to the tunnel network.

Gulf Tower (completion 1983): Designed by CRS,
Inc., for the Gulf Oil Corporation as part of the bus-
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ton Center development, this 52-story tower is clad in
alternating bands of reflective glass and gray granite.
Its basic plan is a square offset 45 degrees to the
downtown street grid.

Lyric Center (completion 1983): Located at the
north end of downtown adjacent to the Alley Theatre
Center and the planned Wortham Lyric Theatre, this
project by Russo Properties, designed by the Darrell
Comeaux Design Group with Richard Fitzgerald &
Partners, associate architects, will be an irregular 26-
story office building clad in travertine and silver reflec-
tive glass. The building occupies only a portion of the
three-fourths block site and the developer may build a
second structure on the rest of the site after the office
building is completed.

The Park in Houston Center (completion 1983):
This unusual horizontal structure stretching across two
city blocks, designed by Morris*Aubry Architects and
RTKL Associates of Dallas, incorporates parking, 12
floors of office space, and a two-and-one-half-story
retail mall under an eight-story curved glass roof. The
Park is a development of Cadillac Fairview and Texas
Eastern.

First City Financial Center (completion 1984):
This white marble structure standing 25 stories tall is
the fourth building in the First City complex. Designed
by Morris -Aubry Architects and operated and man-
aged by Property Management Systems, this struc-
ture will house bank operations, including data
processing, check processing, vault services, and
employee functions for First City Bank.

Four Allen Center (completion 1984): Designed
by Lloyd Jones Brewer & Associates for Century
Development and located in the Allen Center, this 50-
story tower is a rectangle with round ends in plan and
is clad in white aluminum and silver reflective glass.

1600 Smith (completion 1984): The tallest building
in the Cullen Center complex, this 55-story structure
clad in gray granite was designed by Morris*Aubry
Architects for the developers Cullen Center, Inc., and
PIC Realty Corporation.

1415 Louisiana (Unitedbank) (completion
1984): Based on an unusual hexagonal planning grid,
this stepped-back tower is the design of Nasr-Penton
and Associates in association with 3D/International,
and is a development of Wortham and Van Liew.

RepublicBank Center (completion 1984): This
55-story structure, designed by Philip Johnson/John
Burgee (with associate architects Kendall/Heaton/
Associates) for Gerald D. Hines Interests, stands
across the street from their Pennzoil Place and shows
the dramatic evolution of architectural design over the
past decade. The building is sheathed in Swedish red
granite and gray glass. It is marked by an unusual
stepped gabled roofline. The banking hall rises to 125
feet and echoes the tower's gabled roofline.

Southwest Tower (completion 1986-1987):
Announced in October 1982, this 82-story tower will
be the fifth-tallest building in the world when complete.
The design by Murphy/Jahn Architects was selected in
an invited competition sponsored by Southwest
Bancshares and Century Development. The Murphy/
Jahn design is a 1,400-foot tower of steel, granite, and
glass in the shape of an obelisk. Construction is
expected to begin once demolition of the 18-story
building now occupying the site is completed.

One Main Place (uncertain): for a vacant block
near Sakowitz, this 62-story office building, a project of
Urban Investment and Development Company of Tex-
as — the developers of First City Tower — and
designed by Hellmuth Obata & Kassabaum, is
currently under review.

Other projects rumored include: •

Block 139: The block currently occupied by the
Lamar Hotel at the corner of Main and Lamar streets
is thought to be the site of the next project of Gerald
D. Hines Interests. Plans for the demolition of the
hotel by the end of 1983 have been announced.

Block 129: This block is the probable site of 4
Houston Center, a future project of Cadillac Fairview
and Texas Eastern.

Block 265: The January 1983 issue of Progressive
Architecture carried a news item on an 80-story office
tower designed by Kohn, Pederson, Fox for this block
owned by Wortham and Van Liew. Plans to build have
not been officially announced.
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Downtown Houston: The view from the east includes, from left, the Four Seasons Hotel, the Park in Houston Center,

3 Houston Center, and the Gulf Tower. At the right are three generations of Houston architecture at a glance: the Gulf

Building, Pennzoil Place, and, under construction, RepublicBank.
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The Park in Houston Center: The novel shopping mall-office building complex stretches across two city blocks.
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M•rket Scryanre Concept

Old Market Square: Architect's drawing of proposed renovation of the Market Square area.

Block 59: The March 26 Houston Chronicle carried
a picture of a possible office tower designed by I.M.
Pei for the portion of this block occupied by the Rice
Hotel garage. However, according to the story, there
are no plans at present for construction.
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Historic Preservation,
Restoration, Renovation, Reuse 

With all the new projects either under construction or
anticipated, what will become of Houston's historic
structures, the legacy of Houston's earliest days?
Some of these have already disappeared — notably,
Houston's two surviving picture palaces, Loew's State
Theatre and the Metropolitan Theatre, were both
destroyed in the early 1970s. Other historic buildings
have been altered beyond recognition. But the loss of
many historic structures has generated a strong inter-
est in preserving those that remain.

In January 1983, the original townsite of Houston,
including Allen's Landing, Old Market Square, and five
blocks along Main Street, was nominated for place-

ment on the National Register of Historic Places. If
confirmed by the National Park Service of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, a move toward redevelopment
and historical rehabilitation would be encouraged by
the tax breaks granted to restoration projects within
such a district. About half of the 52 buildings in the dis-
trict were built from 1850 to 1900. They include struc-
tures such as the Pillot Building (1858), the B. A.
Shepherd Building (1883), the Old Cotton Exchange
(1884), the Sweeney, Coombs & Fredericks Building
(1889) and the Kiam Building (1893).
Some of these buildings have already been renovat-

ed and others soon will be. The Sweeney, Coombs &
Fredericks Building was restored and renovated for
use by the Harris County Engineer, but the planned
restoration of the Pilot Building with interior renova-
tion for a county law library may not take place since
the county has proposed demolition of the crumbling
structure. Both restorations are projects of Lockwood,
Andrews and Newnam. Barry Moore Architects (for-
merly Harvin Moore/Barry Moore), has been respon-
sible for the renovation of the Kiam Building for
Cobblestone Ventures. They have also designed
the renovation of the Republic Building (1907) for

Cobblestone and are now working on a project for the
Houston National Bank.

Renovation and reuse plans for the Rice Hotel
remain in question. One of downtown Houston's most
important historic structures, located on the corner of
Texas and Main streets, the Rice has been closed
since 1977. Completed on May 17, 1913, by Jesse
Jones, the original 17-story, U-shaped structure was
enlarged to its present E-shape with a capacity of
1,000 guest rooms in 1925-1926. The site of many sig-
nificant events in Houston and Texas history, the hotel
was acquired by Rice University in the 1960s and sold
by the university a decade later. The Rovi Texas Cor-
poration bought the hotel in 1981, but their plans are
uncertain.

Finally, Market Square will soon be redesigned. The
focus of Houston's city government from 1840 to
1939, when the present city hall was constructed on
Bagby, the square has languished since the mid-1960s
when the old city hall and market house were demol-
ished. Now the Downtown Association, a nonprofit
consortium of businesses, corporations, and individuals
striving to improve downtown Houston, is coordinating
a capital campaign for funds for landscape and physical
improvements to the square. Plans developed by the
Downtown Association Beautification Committee with
the assistance of the SWA Group and Gensler Associ-
ates Architects call for added trees, pavement, a stage
area, and a clock tower matching that of the 1904 city
hall.

Outside the proposed historic district, other major
renovation projects are under construction, including
the 701 Main Building, formerly the Kress Building.
Built in 1913 to house the Kress store and warehouse,
the eight-story structure is being renovated to house a
retail mall at the basement and first levels and modern
office space above. Ray B. Bailey Architects created
the design, which includes preservation and restora-
tion of the rich terra cotta tile exterior.
The renovation of the 12-story Auditorium Hotel,

built in 1926 at the corner of Texas and Louisiana
streets in the cultural center area, has converted it to
a modern, European-style luxury hotel. Renamed the
Lancaster, the renovated hotel includes 85 guest
rooms, eight suites, and richly restored and renovated
lobby and dining facilities. Hightower-Alexander AIA
were responsible for the redesign of this structure,
which reopened in February 1983.
The 36-story Gulf Building no longer dominates

the Houston skyline as it did from 1929 to 1963, but
it remains one of Houston's best loved buildings,
especially the banking lobby, one of Houston's finest
interior spaces. Beginning in 1981, architects Sikes,
Jennings, Kelly planned the rehabilitation of the build-
ing to create modern office spaces filling current
needs, while at the same time carefully preserving the
building exterior, lobby, and certain public and private
interior spaces. The building remains occupied and in
use during the phased construction, which began in
1982 and will be completed in 1986.

The catalogue of projects in this article must remain
an incomplete and perhaps inaccurate one. Some of the
projects described are controversial, for others funding
remains uncertain, and several may change during
design or construction. It is also possible that some
projects now planned may have been missed entirely.
And, because of the large number of projects, it
proved impossible to give more than a cursory descrip-
tion for each of those included. However, the general
portrayal of the activity and vitality of downtown Hous-
ton remains valid. With the new and planned projects
in transportation, cultural facilities, institutions, and
private development, the role of downtown Houston as
a regional center must grow even greater, and the
place of Houston in national consciousness must
become even more'significant.

It had been our intention to try to catalogue all the Rice alumni
involved in the various projects described. However, as the list of
projects grew, it became apparent that hundreds of Rice graduates
would be involved in the many development, architecture, engi-
neering, building, management, construction, and other compa-
nies involved. Thus, we were forced to forego attempting to list
all those involved. However, we would like. to credit those
who assisted in the development of this article with information,
photographs, or other materials. Thus, we thank:
Allan Kiepper, general manager, and adjunct professor in

Rice's Jones School, and Marilee Wood '60 for METRO; In
Mowery '41 for the Gus Wortham Theatre Center; Charles

CREDITS
Tapley '54 for Buffalo Bayou Transformation; Clayton Stone
'55 for Gerald D. Hines Interests; Richard Everett '67 and
Claude Wynn '74 for Century Development; S. I. Morris '35
for Morris *Aubry Architects; Barry Moore '62 for Barry Moore
Architects; Frank Kelly '64 for Sikes, Jennings, Kelly; and
Stephen Fox '73.
We also thank:
William C. Griggs, for Harris County Heritage Society; Tom

Spray, for Nina Vance Alley Theatre; Gerard J. Tollett, for Hous-
ton Civic Center; Richard P. Doss, for Harris County; Alexander
F. Schilt, for University of Houston Downtown College; Bernice
B. Joseph, for St. Joseph's Hospital; K. Wayne Landin, for Urban

Investment and Development Co.; Richard Jennings, for Sikes,
Jennings, Kelly; Carl V. Daniel, Jr., for Lockwood, Andrews and
Newnam; Ray B. Bailey, for Ray B. Bailey Architects; Harry A.
Golemon, for Golemon & Rolfe; Pat Collette, for Rovi Texas Cor-
poration; Gene Koonce, for Russo Properties, Inc.; Randle Pol-
lock, for CRS, Inc.; Stanton Henaman, for Cadillac Fairview;
R. W. Wortham, III, for Wortham and Van Liew; Rosemary L.
Kogler, for Cullen Center, Inc.; Cherie K. Broussard, for Houston
Belt & Terminal Railway; Susan Guild, for Lloyd, Jones, Brewer &
Associates; D'Cater F. Joseph, for Bernard Johnson Inc.; Susan
Farb, for A. R. Busse & Associates; and W. S. Bellows Construc-
tion Company.
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Searching for the Past
BY LOUIS J. MARCHIAFAVA
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In part two of SALLYPORT's look at where Houston is going, archivist Louis Marchiafava outlines the efforts un-

der way to prevent traces of Houston's past from being swept away in the tide of progress. Marchiafava's

Houston Metropolitan Research Center is in the forefront of the drive to reconstruct Houston's past and give a

context to the sometimes bewildering metropolis with which Houstonians are confronted in the 1980s.

Houston Skyline, circa 1928: The Gulf Building now dominates the city.

Preserving the documentary history of Houston, a city
identified with today's successes and tomorrow's
expectations, is a continuing challenge to overcome
the neglect of past decades. This fact of archival life
Presented itself clearly to me in 1973 when, as a
graduate student in the history department at Rice, I
began researching my dissertation on the history of
the Houston Police Department. Thinking back, it
seems now that I spent most of my time searching for
materials.
At that time the "City Archives," as it was

described, consisted of a vault in the city hall basement
that held an assortment of uncatalogued materials
ranging from the invaluable remnants of Houston's
nineteenth-century administrative records salvaged
from several nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
fires, to packets of parking tickets of 1950 vintage.
Although the County Court House, the Houston Police
Department, the Houston Public Library, and several
university depositories held fragments of Houston's
documentary and visual source materials, there was no
institution in existence then whose sole objective was
to locate, preserve, and make available to researchers
the evidence of the city's past.
My experience was not unique, as some of my for-

mer seminar colleagues will testify. In fact, the prob-
lem had for years been recognized by Harold M.
Hyman, professor of history at Rice. In 1974 he took
action to rectify the situation by initiating a consortium
of institutions, including Rice University, the Univer-
sity of Houston, Texas Southern University, and
the Houston Public Library, to locate and house city
records for eventual use by researchers. The result of
this partnership was the creation of a two-year Nation-
al Endowment for the Humanities project known as the
Houston Metropolitan Archives and Research Center.
I took part in its work during the first month of its
operation and have remained with it through its evo-
lution into a permanent department of the Houston
Public Library System.

In May 1976, after the project's holdings were
transferred to the Central Library, Library Director
David M. Henington organized a new division within

the system to continue the work begun earlier. The

"Most of the architects who have
made up the Houston architectural
community since about 1930 have
been Rice graduates. The basic
framework of Houston architecture
has been from Rice."

S. I. Morris '35
Morris * Aubry

4•••••10.i.

The Sweeney and Coombs Opera House.

A graduate of Louisiana State University in New Orleans,
Louis J. Marchiafava earned his PhD in 1976 from Rice, where
his doctoral dissertation on the Houston Police Department won
two university awards. He is now archivist of the Houston Met-
ropolitan Research Center Department of the Houston Public
Library System. Marchiafava also serves as managing editor of
The Houston Review: History and Culture of the Gulf Coast,
and as a contributing editor of Houston Monthly.

archivist at that time, Don E. Carleton, then assumed
the responsibility of directing the new department.
Known now as the Houston Metropolitan Research

Center (HMRC), the facility is housed in the renovated
Julia Ideson Building at 500 McKinney Street. HMRC
consists of three departments, the Archives Depart-
ment, the Texas and Local History Department, and

the Special Collections. In 1980, I was appointed head
of Archives, succeeding Carleton, who became head of
Barker Texas History Center at Austin.

I now find myself confronted with the same prob-
lems I experienced as a graduate student — but as, I
now like to believe, an "older and wiser" traveler. A
great deal has been accomplished since the formative
years, when the project was located in the Fondren
Library basement. Today, with 68,000 square feet of
usable space in the Julia Ideson Building on three prin-
cipal floors and six stack levels, and a professional staff
of historian-archivists and librarians, HMRC has made
excellent strides in accumulating the materials of
Houston's history.
HMRC 's holdings are broad, reflecting the complex-

ities of the city's past and its highly sophisticated urban
nature. The collection of urban records is varied
because HMRC seeks to serve users with a diverse
range of interests — scholars, students, journalists,
historical groups, businessmen, and citizens just inter-

ested in learning about their city. We try to remain
mindful of the needs of both the urban specialist and
the traditionalist.

H 0 US T ON

Textual Records

Several distinct archival components comprise the core
of HMRC 's holdings. Manuscript collections of the pri-
vate papers of prominent citizens are one of the most
significant resources for researchers. Counted among

the collections are those of former mayors, including
Oscar F. Holcombe and Lewis Cutrer; Congressmen

Bob Eckhardt and Bob Gammage; and businessmen

Joseph S. Cullinan and John Henry Kirby. The Kirby
collection, for example, includes an immense accumu-
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Main Street South from Franklin Avenue, circa 1900.

View Northwest from the San Jacinto Street Bridge, circa 1920.

lation of personal and business papers detailing both
the entrepreneurial activities of a Texas capitalist and
the growth of Houston as an industrial city. The nine-
teenth-century collections, which include T. W. House,
William Marsh Rice, and the Amerman-Collings fami-
ly, provide insights into Houston's formative years as
an emerging commercial center.

Institutional records form another category including
such collections as those created by private, nongov-
ernment organizations such as businesses, churches,
and service groups. Records of business firms and cor-
porations, particularly those in existence during the
formative period of the city's growth, are essential to
understanding our commercial development. Unfor-
tunately, in Houston many of these records have
already been lost; but we have obtained several collec-
tions of importance, among them, the First City
National Bank and the Houston Cotton Exchange.
These types of records are crucial since they docu-
ment the volume of business, daily operations, and
kinds of industries, and provide insight into the eco-
nomic condition of the city.
The most obvious materials targeted for rescue are

of local governmental origin. Records of the various
municipal departments are continually being evaluated
by HMRC staff to determine their historical value as a
resource. Those papers deemed important are
arranged for transfer to the library with the appropri-
ate department head authorization. HMRC also holds
an extensive body of nineteenth- and twentieth-centu-
ry records from county governmental offices within a
seven-county area as a result of our designation as an
official depository within the Texas Regional Historical
Resource Depository program. The records acquired
through the RHRD system, expecially those of Harris
County, provide invaluable data for Houston and the
surrounding area.
One of the more innovative developments in pre-

serving Houston's history has been the creation of a
Mexican-American collection. This component, coordi-
nated by Assistant Archivist Thomas H. Kreneck, con-
sists of written, oral, and pictorial records relative to
the experiences of the city's Mexican-American com-
munity, the third largest in the nation. Steady progress
has been made in identifying and locating the records
of private individuals and social, political, and business
organizations. It is a particularly difficult area to deal
with because many of the groups no longer exist, and
the papers or records are now scattered and in private
hands if they exist at all. Establishing personal contact
in the community is essential in locating and acquiring
these materials. The Mexican-American component is
serving as a prototype project for developing the tech-
niques necessary for the preservation of the documen-
tary evidence of other ethnic communities which have
also played a role in the growth of the city. In fact, at
this writing a similar component is under way for the
city's black populace.

H 0 U S T ON

Non-Textual Records

The non-textual records of the city are frequently
overlooked by many researchers. Yet these sources—
photographic, architectural, and oral history documen-
tation—together add an extra dimension to the study of
the city. Photographs are perhaps the most frequently
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Houston Skyline Looking South from the old City Hall and Market Square, circa 1916: The Rice Hotel is the tallest building downtown.
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utilized resource of the three. Their use is continually
increasing. With rapid change so prevalent in Houston,
the photographic record has taken on a special mean-
ing. HMRC has, therefore, made a consistent effort to
locate and preserve as many photographs as possible.
To accomplish that purpose, the library, with the
assistance of outside grants, has created a Regional
Photographic Laboratory that has been incorporated
into HMRC's facilities, and HMRC now has nearly 1.5
million negatives and prints. The sources for acquiring
the collection vary. A large mass of the material is
from the now defunct Houston Press, while other seg-
ments are from the Houston Post and Chronicle
morgues. An ongoing arrangement exists to turn
over all negatives to HMRC for preservation as they
accumulate and grow outdated. Some photographs
are received from individual donors, while others
are acquired as parts of manuscript or institutional
collections.

"Once a student leaves Rice—
becomes an alumnus—his role
becomes that of good citizen, using
his mind and his acquired skills to
his own and his community's best
advantage."

Clayton Stone '55
Gerald Hines Interests

Architectural plans and files offer another avenue for
seeking out Houston's past. In terms of their practical
value, the drawings and plans are used extensively for
restoration projects. These records often provide the
only evidence of an important aspect of the city's
material culture. Houston is in a constant state of tear-
ing down and rebuilding its built environment. Archi-
tectural records provide a means to reconstruct the
physical appearance of Houston's lost buildings. Such
materials are also important as an art form and com-
mentary on the city's social history.
Because there are numerous gaps in the written

record, HMRC has sought to build a body of oral histo-
ry tapes. Creating an oral history program was, in fact,
my first assignment when I joined the early NEH
project in 1974, and continued to be when I became
oral history coordinator for HMRC in 1976. The impor-
tance of oral history was first brought to my attention
in a very meaningful way when I was engaged in the
research for my dissertation. It became apparent that
only through oral history could I hope to overcome the
many unanswered questions resulting from the lack of
written documentation or simply the failure of the
existing records to provide the information I needed.
The dilemma is not uncommon for researchers. For
that reason our oral history program seeks to comple-
ment the written word and in some instances provides
the only information available on a subject. As with the
other parts of our collection effort, we have sought to
identify significant areas of inquiry. The oral history
program is thus designed to fit as an integral unit in
HMRC's collection development. For example, former
mayors who have placed their papers with us have also
been interviewed. We hope this procedure will answer
questions of motivation or clarify relationships not
always made clear in the written accounts.

H 0 US T ON

Archival Facilities

HMRC holds approximately 10,000 linear feet of his-
torical records and over 500 oral history interviews,
making the Houston Public Library the single most sig-
nificant repository for the study of Houston urban
development. HMRC staff members, however, are
more than caretaker archivists for these materials.
The staff plays an active role seeking to maintain con-
tact with all segments of the community in order to
gain public cooperation in securing documents. The
assistance of the public is crucial because, with the
exception of municipal and county records, city
records are in the hands of individuals who in most cas-
es do not come forward until they become aware of
our work. Also, many people are simply unaware of
what materials merit preservation. In one case, for
example, I retrieved a large box of a prominent fami-
ly's nineteenth-century photographs and letters which
was on the verge of being cast out with the trash. In an
effort to raise public consciousness of the study of local
history, HMRC sponsors or participates in instruction-
al and scholarly programs.
One way we have accomplished this objective is to

cooperate with other institutions or organizations in
other groups is a continuation of the interinstitutional
nature of the original HMRC project. Now, under the
auspices of the library, HMRC has been able to expand
its interinstitutional contacts.
A close relationship still exists with Rice University

and the University of Houston. The University of
Houston's M.D. Anderson Library joined in an
arrangement that allows the Public Library to house in
its HMRC facilities the university's manuscript records
relating to Houston and Texas history. A similar
arrangement was concluded with the Texas Gulf Coast
Historical Association. Such agreements avoid expen-
sive duplication in collection development programs
and facilitate the use of the materials by housing them
in a central location close to the County Court House
and other governmental agencies.

Other areas of cooperation have already been estab-
lished with Rice and the University of Houston. The
Woodson Research Center at Rice has cooperated
with HMRC on specific oral history subjects, as has
the Rice Design Alliance with its cosponsorship of an
exhibit and symposium on the Civic Arts Movement in
Houston. HMRC has cosponsored with Rice's Office of
Continuing Studies a lecture series presented at the
Public Library called "High Noon." These popular lec-
tures have done much to increase public awareness of
history. At present, HMRC is participating in the Rice
Department of History's graduate level public history
program. The program requires the completion of
graduate work within four separate components:
HMRC, the Woodson Research Center, the Jefferson
Davis Papers, and the Journal of Southern- Histoty. Stu-

"Rice architects have contributed a
great deal. They have been very
prominent in the architecture of
Houston since 1928-29."

Hermon Lloyd '31
Lloyd Jones Brewer

dents, in fulfilling their course requirements at HMRC,
will receive experience in archival procedures and
management. Steven Strom, an archival assistant for
HMRC, is the first Rice history student enrolled in the
new program. Likewise, HMRC is looking forward to a
constructive association with the public history pro-
gram of the Department of History at the University of
Houston. As one of the original and continuing spon-
sors of Houston Metropolitan Research Center, the
University of Houston will draw extensively on HMRC
resources to support its work in public history.

H 0 US T ON

The Houston Review

Perhaps no HMRC undertaking better illustrates the
spirit of interinstitutional cooperation in the interest of
encouraging local studies than The Houston Review, a
journal published by the Houston Library Board as the
official publication of HMRC. The journal's Editorial
Board includes Rice professors Sanford W. Higginbo-
tham '34 and Harold M. Hyman and four other mem-
bers representing the University of Houston, Houston
Baptist University, University of St. Thomas, and
Prairie View A&M University. Robert V. Haynes, a
1959 Rice PhD and deputy provost at the University of
Houston, is editor. I serve as managing editor, while
Deborah Bauer '77 is associate editor.
The Review is an innovative approach to achieving

HMRC's dual objectives of preservation and stimula-
tion of scholarly research in local sources; its purpose
is to encourage, disseminate, and preserve research
centering on Houston and its metropolitan environs.
Broadly historical in scope, the journal publishes politi-
cal, social, and economic articles as well as literary
pieces with local interest. The Review gives research-
ers an opportunity to have their studies published and
to share their findings with an interested audience.
Since the first issue appeared in the spring of 1979, 42
articles, photo essays, and oral history interviews have
been published, making the journal itself a resource on
local history. The success of The Houston Review, both
in terms of the availability of publishable materials and
the dependability of a continuing readership, suggests
there is indeed an interest in local history as well as an
interest in preserving the historical sources that
remain.

Searching for Houston's past, as this essay indi-
cates, takes on many shapes and ventures in many
directions. Retrieving the past, or at least its evidence,
must by the nature of urban records, involve the pub-
lic. The solitary image of an archivist entrenched in the
recesses of a library stack area has hardly conformed
to my experiences. Seeking—and finding—materials
requires public contact through appearances in the
news media or in person on a daily basis. For this the
Public Library is especially well suited and, as a city
department, well positioned to serve as the official
repository for historically significant governmental
records. And of course success in preserving public
records depends on interinstitutional cooperation—the
same ingredient that initially brought HMRC to fru-
ition. The existence of an urban archival respository
has made researching the city a more efficient process
than when I began my own research ordeal in 1973;
but more important, Houston's heritage is being sal-
vaged from the ravages of neglect and change.

Houston Lighting and Power Employees, 1927.
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Faculty profile:

The Odyssey of Amick) Miele
BY B.C. ROBISON

ENE yen when he was a youngster, Angelo Miele
knew he was destined to be a scientist. His
teachers knew it, too; in kindergarten they called

him the "little professor." From his childhood days in
Forrnia, Italy, a coastal town nestled between Rome and
Naples, the career of Angelo Miele, professor of astro-
nautics and mathematical sciences at Rice University,
has spanned three decades, three continents, a world
war, and the emergence of,the space age.
Today Miele stands at the pinnacle of his field of aero-

nautics and astronautics. Last year the Journal of Astro-
nautical Sciences, the official publication of the American
Astronautical Society, honored him on the occasion of
his sixtieth birthday by dedicating an entire issue to him.
The journal Optimal Control Applications and Methods is
planning a similar accolade next year.
One of Miele's books, Flight Mechanics (Addison-

Wesley, 1962), has been a standard work for 20 years.
Since his arrival at Rice in 1964, Miele has directed the
university's Aero-Astronautics Group through a wide
range of research projects in aerospace engineering and
applied mathematics and has produced new and striking
contributions to the resolution of problems of modern
airplane and spacecraft design and operation.

Miele's career began at the close of the Second World
War, when he received his doctorate in aeronautical
engineering in 1946 from the University of Rome,
where he had also earned a degree in civil engineering in
1944. He immediately plunged into the engineering
problems that arose with the birth of the jet age.
"Toward the end of World War II new types of aircraft

were introduced, namely jet-propelled and rocket-
powered aircraft," Miele says. "They, of course, accel-
erated and traveled much faster than piston-powered
aircraft, and as a result, all the theory that had been
developed for the analysis of flight trajectories of piston-
engined aircraft had to be revised for these new vehi-
cles. It became necessary to develop a whole new
approach to the mechanics of flight."

"It became necessary to develop a
whole new approach to the mechanics
of flight."

Central to the new approach was the study of optimal
trajectories, a field in which Miele has made far-reaching
contributions over the years.

"Optimization theory is first of all a general field of
mathematics," Miele explains. "When applied to air-
craft design and operation, it is the means to compute
the best way to fly an aircraft. Whether it is to maximize
speed or range, or to minimize fuel consumption, the
mathematical basis for the study of optimal trajectories
is the calculus of variations. This branch of mathematics
deals with the effects of changes in physical variables —
for example, speed, altitude, etc. — in a dynamical sys-
tem. Today we call the field 'optimal control theory,' and
it has formed a large part of my scientific pursuit."

Miele's first goal was to be an aircraft designer, but
the state of affairs in post-war Italy presented a formida-
ble obstacle. "Since Italy had lost the war, the country
was in shambles," he recalls. "There were simply no
jobs in aerospace engineering. As a result, I went to
Cordoba, Argentina, to work in the Military Aircraft
Company."
There he worked on propeller design, analysis of

flight trajectories, and preliminary design of military
training planes. A growing recognition, however, came
over him concerning the rapidly changing field of aero-
space science.
"I became keenly aware of the great limitations

placed on an aircraft designer," Miele says. "There

•
were tight deadlines to be met, and a great deal of the
information then available was inadequate for the new
engineering proulems confronting me. I decided to
move from design into research."
With this fateful step, he plunged more intensively

into the study of flight trajectories, especially those of
jet-powered vehicles. The limitations of existing meth-
ods spurred hlin toward his first major breakthrough.
"One of the basic problems with jet-powered vehicles

is determining the minimum time to climb from take-off
to cruising altitude," he explains. To solve the dilemma
of minimum time, Miele made some fundamental adjust-
ments in the equations of motion. He introduced certain
simplifications, which "led to what we call a variational
problem of a linear type for an aircraft going from point A
to point B."
Then he went a step further. By an elegant application

of Green's theorem to a linear variational problem,
Miele not only solved the minimum time problem for jet
aircraft, but provided a novel mathematical approach
that is also valid for other, unrelated fields, including
ecology (population control) and advertising (contagion
model).

"Optimization theory is first of all a
general field of mathematics. When
applied to aircraft design and opera-
tion, it is the means to compute the best
way to fly an aircraft."

"It is important to realize that optimal control theory
does not have just one application," Miele emphasizes.
"It applies not only to flight trajectories, but also to
actual vehicle design. The theory provides the basis for
designing nose cones and fuselages with minimal drag
and also wings with maximal lift-to-drag ratio."

Today Miele's original contributions to optimal
control theory and his application of Green's theorem
to rocket flight are basic concepts in aerospace
engineering.

"Overnight I dropped all the problems
of flight mechanics and applied aero-
dynamics and started to develop algo-
rithms for the numerical solution of
optimization problems concerning
flight trajectories and aerodynamic
shapes."

In the 1950s Miele's career took a new turn. In 1952
he joined the Aerodynamics Laboratory at the Polytech-
nic Institute of Brooklyn, where he worked on the
design of hypersonic wind tunnels. He left there in 1955
to go to Purdue University, where he resumed his work
on flight trajectories. At this stage, however, Miele
moved from the study of jet aircraft to the study of rock-
ets, concentrating on such areas as optimal thrust pro-
grams. During this period he produced a general
variational theory of the flight paths of rocket-powered
aircraft, missiles, and satellite carriers.

The early 1960s ushered in the quest for a manned
moon landing, and Angelo Miele's scientific pur-
suits changed accordingly. Joining the Boeing

Scientific Research Laboratories in Seattle in 1959 as
director of astrodynamics and flight mechanics, Miele
initiated the analysis of lunar trajectories — the paths
taken by a vehicle going from the earth to the moon.
"The Air Force had asked our research group at Boe-

ing to investigate a seemingly simple question concern-
ing lunar trajectories," Miele says. "They wanted to
know if a vehicle traveling from the earth to the moon
could return to earth on the exact same trajectory. The
answer is negative (theorem of irreversibility), but
here's the catch. The vehicle can return on the precise
mirror image of its original trajectory. Indeed, there
exist four specular images of the original trajectory with
respect to some special axes and planes of the earth-
moon system."

"Miele not only solved the minimum
time problem for jet aircraft, but also pro-
vided a novel mathematical approach
that is also valid for other, unrelated
fields, including ecology and advertising."

Appropriately, this important result is now called
Miele's theorem of image trajectories. It means that, if a
lunar trajectory is calculated with a digital computer, a
total of four trajectories are actually calculated: two
image trajectories going to the moon and two returning
to the earth. Miele's work in the field has greatly facili-
tated the analysis of lunar flight paths.

While at Boeing, Miele also became interested in
another area of applied aerodynamics, the study of opti-
mum aerodynamic shapes under supersonic and hyper-
sonic conditions. "Consider a rocket ship traveling at
high velocity," he says. "As a result of the motion of the
spacecraft through the air, there is a pressure distribu-
tion over the vehicle. If you change the geometry of the
ship, the pressure distribution changes. Now if you
must deal with a vehicle of given length and volume, the
question becomes, what is the best shape from the
standpoint of the aerodynamic drag?"
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The answer, the optimal hypersonic shape for given
length and volume, has been named, or, to use Miele's
word, "baptized," the "Miele body." It has been test-
ed successfully at the NASA-Langley Research Center
in Hampton, Virginia.

M iele eventually decided to return to full-time
university teaching and research. Houston —
the mecca for space scientists — and Rice

University were the logical choices. He came to Rice in
1964.
"For several years after coming to Rice I continued

my work on optimum aerodynamic shapes that I had ini-
tiated at Boeing, but a large problem began to loom
ahead. We were being faced with numerical problems of
ever-increasing complexity. Around 1965-66 we had
reached a point where it took an enormous amount of
mathematical ingenuity to make relatively small advan-
ces," Miele recalls.
"I then realized that the bag of analytical tricks was

almost exhausted. It was becoming increasingly evident
to me that I could no longer deal with modern engineer-
ing problems without a thorough knowledge of computa-
tional techniques."
A Mielian shift of the intellectual gears followed once

again. "Overnight I dropped all the problems of flight
mechanics and applied aerodynamics and started to
develop algorithms — sequences of mathematical opera-
tions for problem solving using the digital computer —
for the numerical solution of optimization problems con-
cerning flight trajectories and aerodynamic shapes. At
first I simply wanted to learn the existing computational
methods and apply them to our work, but I soon learned
it was an open field. For our particular line of research,
totally new algorithms were needed. The existing ones
were inadequate."

"It is important to realize that optimal
control theory does not have just one
application. It applies not only to flight
trajectories, but also to actual vehicle
design."

So for the past fifteen years, under Miele's director-
ship, Rice's Aero-Astronautics Group has done exten-
sive work developing algorithms applicable to a vast
range of computer-oriented problems. A major achieve-
ment in this area has been the "method of particular
integrals" for linear and nonlinear, two-point boundary-
value problems. Another important achievement has
been the development of the "family of gradient-resto-
ration algorithms" for the solution of optimal control
problems on a digital computer. Miele's contributions
here have become standard techniques for computation
in the field.

In recent times Miele and his group have directed
their attention to the analysis of minimax problems of
optimal control. In turn these niinimax problems find
their application to the study of the optimal trajectories
for a reentering space glider, a reentering variable-
geometry ballistic missile, and a maneuvering ballistic
intercept missile. Some of these theoretical and applied
studies have been supported by the National Science
Foundation and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
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orbital transfer and the action of waves on
offshore drilling platforms. Miele explains, "There are
times when the inclination of an orbiting satellite needs
to be changed. Proper guidance here is crucial. One way
of effecting the orbital transfer is by firing engines on the

"I just fly with the mind."
satellite to propel it toward the atmosphere and then
using the aerodynamic forces to change the orbital incli-
nation — that is, to bounce the satellite back to the
desired new orbit. This change of orbital inclination by
aerodynamic action is called synergetic orbital trans-
fer."
The research activity is supported by a grant from the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Miele's other current
research activity, which deals with the prediction of
wave action on offshore platforms, is supported by an
Exxon grant.
Over the years Miele has amassed an impressive

array of publications and honors. He has contributed to
over 40 books and has published almost 300 articles and
research reports. In addition to the classic Flight
Mechanics, he edited another standard text, Theory of
Optimum Aerodynamic Shapes (Academic Press, 1965).
Both books have been translated into Russian. In 1965
Miele founded and has since served as editor-in-chief of
the Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications. He
is the editor of the textbook series Mathematical Con-
cepts and Methods in Science and Engineering, and
serves as associate editor of the Journal of Astronauti-
cal Sciences, Applied Mathematics and Computation, and
Optimal Control Applications and Methods.

Miele's numerous awards include some of the most
prestigious the scientific community can bestow. He has
received the Louis E. Levy Medal of the Franklin Insti-
tute; the Pendray Aerospace Literature Award and the
Mechanics and Control of Flight Award, both from the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; the
Dirk Brouwer Award from the American Astronautical
Society; and the Order of Merit, Knight Commander, of
the Italian Republic. He is a corresponding member of
the International Academy of Astronautics and the
Academy of Sciences of Turin, and a fellow of the Ameri-
can Astronautical Society and of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics. He has also served as a
consultant to the Douglas Aircraft Company and to the
Allison Division of General Motors.

During the past 20 years Miele has guided 40 Rice
students to advanced degrees, including about 20
PhD's. Some of his students today occupy important
positions in universities, industries, and government
laboratories. The scientific odyssey of Angelo Miele
does, however, have one slight touch of irony.

Despite several decades spent studying the science of
flight, he has been content to let others do the flying. I
asked Miele if he had ever flown a plane himself.
"No," he answered. "I just fly with the mind."
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In Memoriam: Jess Neely
Jess Claiborne Neely, Rice head football coach and athletic director for
27 years, from 1940 to 1967, and one of the legendary college coaches
of the century, died April 9 at age 85. His record with the Owls included
142 wins, 116 losses, 10 ties, 4 Southwest Conference championships
(1946, 1949, 1953, 1957), and 6 bowl games. Overall, he won 207
games, lost 199, and tied 14 to earn a place among only 13 college foot-
ball coaches with over 200 wins.

Neely was born January 4, 1898, in Smyrna, Tennessee, He gradu-
ated from Vanderbilt University, where as an end and halfback he
lettered in football three times and captained the team his senior year.
While earning a law degree (which he never used) from Vanderbilt, he
coached football at Murfreesboro Central High School. Neely went to
Southwestern University at Memphis as head coach in 1924, then
served as assistant to Wallace Wade at Alabama. He became. head
coach at Clemson in 1931, ending his stay there with a Cotton Bowl
victory over Boston College on New Year's Day, 1940.

In the fall of 1940 Neely came to Rice to replace Jimmy Kitts. Here
13 of his players would be named All-Americans and two would reach
the College Football Hall of Fame, an honor Neely himself received in
1971. Attendance at games was so good that Neely persuaded the uni-
versity to build a 70,000-seat stadium and a new gymnasium in 1950. In
1967 he received the Amos Alonzo Stagg Award, the highest honor a
coach can receive.
A brief news item carried by UPI in 1965 illustrates Neely's popular-

ity at Rice. "Somebody made the remark at mathematics-minded Rice
University that the school's esteem for veteran football coach Jess
Neely 'rises exponentially,'" UPI reported. "School President
Kenneth Pitzer said he figures if the factor is two, that would mean the
esteem for Neely would be 30 million times more now than when he
became coach 25 years ago."
As athletic director, Neely presided over sports other than football.

During his tenure Rice won or shared seven Southwest Conference
basketball titles; won national singles and doubles titles in tennis and
had three Southwest Conference tennis team winners in a row; took
two conference track team titles; and had many national and confer-
ence individual champions in track, including several Olympic team
members.
When Neely retired from Rice in 1967, President Pitzer said, "Rice

will forever be indebted to Jess Neely for the many contributions he
has made to the development of the university and its athletic program
during the 27 years of his service. His record as a football coach is well
known and needs no comment; more important from the university's
point of view is the fact that Coach Neely set standards of excellence
and integrity which are known and admired throughout the country,
and by these means he has had a considerable influence on the develop-
ment of intercollegiate athletics in the Southwest Conference in partic-
ular and the nation in general."

After leaving Rice, Neely returned to his alma mater, Vanderbilt,
where he was athletic director until 1971 and golf coach until 1981.
Then he and his wife moved to Knox Retirement Village in Weslaco,
Texas, where Neely died. He is survived by his wife Dorothy, two

daughters, six grandchildren, and one great-grandchild. On May 3,
1983, the Texas Senate passed a resolution to honor Neely and to
express sorrow to his family.

Neely is as fondly remembered for his attitude toward his players as
he is for his win-loss record. "The boys come here to study and get
that degree. Playing football is an aside," he said. "When fellows go to
a school first to play football, they get an entirely wrong sense of val-
ues. And when you start them off with the wrong sense, it isn't difficult
for them to go astray."

Neely took a personal interest in his players and enjoyed seeing
them succeed after graduation. "If they make good in football, chances
are they'll be successful elsewhere," he once said. "I like to see that
those boys make something of themselves. That is my reward."

Coach Ray Alborn remembers Neely with affection: "As a freshman
I had enjoyed the social life of Houston to the fullest, and I was off
scholarship and out of the dorm for the second semester. When you did
something wrong, Coach Neely was famous for bringing you in and lis-
tening while you spoke. That's what he did with me, he just listened at
first, then he started in on me."
"He told me I had let down myself, him, the program, and most of

all, my mother. She had brought me up. In those days, if you were out
of school it meant going into the service. That's where I thought I was
headed. I thought I had blown everything."
"Then Coach Neely reached into a desk drawer, pulled out his

checkbook, and wrote me a personal check for second-semester
expenses. My memory tells me it was for something like $1,600. It
was agreed that I would pay it back from money I earned on a job that
summer. I paid it all back."
"They'd bury a coach for doing something like that today. But that

was the kind of person Jess Neely was. He cared about his people."
"When I graduated, he asked what I wanted to be. I told him a foot-

ball coach. He said it didn't pay anything and there wasn't any security
in it. He suggested I enter another field and set up job interviews."

Other former players under Neely pay eloquent tribute to the man
they came to regard as almost a second father:

Weldon Humble '47: "I played 18 years in high school, college, and
professional football, and never found a coach who puts his football the-
ory on a higher plane. I have never heard him use foul or abusive lan-
guage. Coach Neely is a true gentleman at all times. I believe it is
necessary to have a man such as Neely to conduct the athletic program
at Rice. Rice is a special kind of school and needs a special kind of
coach."

Dick Maegle '55: "Jess Neely's 25 years of successful coaching
haven't come because it's been easy. He's had all the competition in
the world at greater odds than most coaches have had, yet he's been
more successful because he's a perfectionist, he's shrewd, and he's
devoted. Having him for a coach made me a better person."
J.A. "Froggie" Williams '50: "I've always thought of him first as a

friend and second as a coach. I've often wondered what kind of record
he would have had if he'd wound up at a football factory instead of a lit-
tle school like Rice. Maybe he would have had Bear Bryant's record."

Baseball Wins
Set Record

Rice's baseball team set a new school record in
number of wins in a season (36) and earned a
place in the four-team, double-elimination
Southwest Conference Tournament in the pro-
cess. Coach Dave Hall's luck ran out at that
point, and the Owls went down to defeat on
successive days against season nemeses Texas
and Houston, the Longhorns winning in the bot-
tom of the ninth, 4-3, and the Cougars scoring
twice in the top of the thirteenth to capture an
exciting 4-2 victory.

In regular season play the Owls lost only two
series, to Texas and Houston, both ranked
among the nation's top three NCAA college
teams at the time. The three losses to Texas
were in Austin, each by one run. In other
three-game series against conference foes,
Rice swept TCU and got the better of Arkan-
sas, Baylor, Texas Tech, and Texas A&M two
games to one.

Three Rice players were named first team
SWC: outfielder Scott Johnson, a .392 hitter in
league games who led the conference in runs
scored with 25; senior shortstop Clinton Welch,
an outstanding defensive performer whose first
homerun in four seasons defeated Texas A&M
in the tenth inning of a crucial game; and juTifor
college transfer Tim Englund, whose 6-1
record and 47 strikeouts were tops in league
play. As a team, the Owls batted .320 to lead
the conference.
The line-up of Mike Fox, catcher; David

Edwards, first base; Biyan FOXX, second base;
Welch, shortstop; Carl Mikeska, third base;
and Jay Bluthardt, Mark Machalec, and Johnson
in the outfield finished the season number two
in the nation in defense statistics. With Englund
and another transfer, David Hinnrichs, on the
mound, Rice was almost invincible; beyond the
pair, the Owls' pitching was inconsistent, caus-
ing Hall to reflect on occasion on two of his
major success-turned-disappointments of the
year: the signing to a grant-in-aid of pitcher
Jimmy Jones, the nation's best high school
prospect, only to lose him to the San Diego
Padres, and the brilliant fall season of lefty
Norm Charlton, who suffered a stress fracture
of his left elbow early in the spring.

TRACK
In track, freshman Regina Cavanaugh led the
Rice women's team to fourth place in the
Southwest Conference Championships, win-
ning both the shot put and the discus. Team-
mate Disa Lewis won the conference 800
meters.
Coach Steve Straub's men did not fare so

well, although world class sprinter Vince
Courville finished second in the 100 meters and
third in the 200 meters to lead his teammates in
a disappointing Rice showing. Also taking sec-
onds in the SWC Championship meet were
Gawain Guy and Paul Bratloff. One highlight of
the spring was the Owl medley relay team's
performance in the Drake Relays. Terry Jones
and Courville ran the 200 meters laps, Bell 400
meters, and Guy 800 meters in the third best
time in the world, 3:12.7.

TENNIS
Women's tennis had the highest finish of any
Rice team competing in the Southwest Confer-
ence — second place. Senior Tracie Blumen-
tritt made the round of 64 in the NCAA
Championships and won her opening match
before losing out in the second round. Men's
tennis veteran Tres Cushing also made the
NCAA round of 64 as did his teammate Don
Tomasco, but both lost out in the first round.

OWLS NEST GANG
Once again for the 1983-84 sports season the
Rice Athletic Department in conjunction with
the Houston Coca-Cola Bottling Company is
sponsoring the Owls Nest Gang for youth aged
4 to 14. Membership in the gang includes an
official Owls Nest Gang T-shirt, a four-color
poster featuring Rice football and basketball
schedules, an Owl key ring, and a season pass
to all home football ($6) or both football and bas-
ketball ($10) games. To enroll your children or
for more information, call the Rice Athletic
Business Office, 527-4077.
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NEWS &NOT CES

Rice University conferred 889 degrees at
commencement exercises May 7, including
596 undergraduate diplomas, 222 master's,
and 71 doctorates. A total of nine students
were commissioned into the armed services
at the ceremony on the east lawn of Lovett
Hall, while 117 undergraduates received their
degrees with honors.

William D. Broyles, Jr. '66, editor-in-chief
of Newsweek, briefly addressed graduates
on the value of a college education as Rice's
first commencement speaker since 1970,
when Pulitzer Prize-winning author-historian
T. Harry Williams spoke. Broyles was in-
vited after students approached President
Hackerman with the idea.

TEACHING AWARDS

Graduation ceremonies included presentation
of the George R. Brown and the Nicolas
Salgo teaching awards for 1983. The $6,000
Brown Prize for Excellence in Teaching went
to F. Barry Dunning of physics and space
physics. Winners of the six $1,500 Brown
Awards for Superior Teaching were Susan
Clark of German, Terrence Doody of English,
Charles Garside, Jr., of history, Richard Row-
ley of chemical engineering, Richard Smith of
history, and Stephen Zeff of accounting.
The awards were determined by the vote

of alumni who received bachelor's degrees in
1978 and 1981. Ballots named 190 out of 375
faculty members, plus 67 teachers who are
deceased, emeriti, or no longer at Rice. Only
faculty members who currently teach at Rice
are eligible for the prizes.
Don Johnson of electrical engineering was

named the 1983 Nicolas Salgo Distinguished
Teacher at Rice. The Salgo award, based
on voting by the junior and senior classes,
carries a prize of $1,500. Earlier this spring

Roderick McIntosh of anthropology received
the Phi Beta Kappa teaching award given

annually to an assistant professor on the basis
of student recommendations.

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

Also presented at commencement were the
1983 Distinguished Alumnus Awards, given to
William M. McVey '27, Walter P. Moore, Sr.
'27, and Sam P. Worden '35. Distinguished
Alumni Awards recognize people who attend-
ed Rice at least one year and who have
advanced the interest and standards of excel-
lence of Rice University through their
careers. Three qualifications are considered
in awarding the honor: advancement of one's
profession through exceptional expertise or
dedication; significant professional innova-
tions or reseach findings; and voluntary con-
tributions of energy, time, creativity, and

skills for the advancement of community wel-
fare, the arts, education, or social or govern-

ment service.
William McVey, a sculptor living in Cleve-

land, has seen his work exhibited throughout

Almost 900 Earn Sheepskins

Sheep Give Skin Off Backs for Grads
Rice is one of the few schools in the country
still awarding genuine sheepskin diplomas.
In this economy-minded era, most institu-
tions have gone to less expensive and easier
to mount parchment. According to Intercol-
legiate Press of Shawnee Mission, Kansas,
which has printed Rice's diplomas for at
least the past 35 years, only 10 or 12 other
schools they service—including the Citadel,
Indiana, the University of Alabama, and
Notre Dame—use sheepskin diplomas, and
they do not know of another company that
still prints on sheepskin.
The sheepskin for Rice diplomas, which is

completely hand processed, comes from

England. Once a year about 25,000 diploma-
sized pieces are shipped to the Intercollegi-
ate Press, where they are printed by the
same process as parchment diplomas, only
more slowly to ensure that the skin does not
rip. At Rice, the Registrar's Office is
responsible for ordering diplomas and send-
ing a list of graduates' names to the press.

With all the complex labor involved in pro-
ducing the sheepskins, the $25 diploma fee
charged students seems modest. Diploma
fees, which are not subsidized by the univer-
sity, are paid during the student's last
semester at Rice. Diplomas printed for stu-
dents who fail to graduate are destroyed.

President Hackerman carries on a tradition started by Rice's first president, Edgar Odell

Lovett, when he personally signs the diplomas of all graduates. This year Hackerman auto-

graphed almost 900 genuine sheepskins awarded by the university, one of the few schools in the

country to continue to present graduates with the real article.

the United States and in Europe. He and his
career in sculpture were featured in the April
SALLYPORT.

Walter P. Moore, Sr., is known for his work
as an engineering consultant on such Houston
landmarks as Rice Stadium, the Astrodome,
and Jones Hall. His firm, Walter P. Moore and
Associates, Inc., has won numerous awards
including the National Award of Excellence
from the American Institute of Steel Con-
struction for the Bank of Houston in 1968 and
the Miller Memorial Theater in 1969.
Moore's personal honors include honorary
membership in the Texas Society of Archi-
tects for "contributions to the quality of life in
the state," honors by the Houston Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects for "con-
tributions to the architectural profession," an
honor award from the Concrete Reinforcing
Steel Institute for engineering excellence in
the use of reinforced concrete, and honors
from the American Consulting Engineers
Council for the Astrodome.
Moore married Zoe McBride '32 in 1932.

The parents of alumni Walter P. Moore, Jr.
'59, president of his father's firm (Moore, Sr.,
is chairman of the board), and Robert Lau-
rence Moore '62, they live in Houston in a
house Moore designed.
Sam P. Worden, inventor and geophysicist,

is best known for his invention of the Worden
Gravity Meter, a device in worldwide use
today, in 1944. One of Worden's gravity
meters is on display at the Smithsonian Insti-
tution; his other inventions and patents
include the geodetic gravity meter, precision
pressure sensors, and the Bordon vacuum
tube.

Worden's work on gravity meters began at
Rice where, for 25 cents an hour, he worked
with Professor Lewis Mott-Smith to develop
the Mott-Smith gravity meter, a device tem-
perature stabilized with ice and weighing 180
pounds. Mott-Smith left- Rice to form the
Mott-Smith Corporation and hired Worden to
build the meters after he graduated. Worden
stayed with Mott-Smith for ten years before
setting up Houston Technological Laborator-
ies in his garage, where he manufactured
miniaturized galvanometer mirrors and
lenses. These one-milligram pieces led Wor-
den to experiment with a smaller gravity
meter. Using a quartz spring system, he cre-
ated the five-pound Worden Gravity Meter.
Sam P. Worden has been awarded the

Society of Exploration Geophysicists Medal,
the Outstanding Conservation Rancher
Award in Austin County, and awards of recog-
nition for the Worden Gravity Meter by the
European Association of Exploration Geophy-
sicists in Finland, Italy, and Belgium. Other
activities include former directorships at Riv-
er Oaks State Bank, Ruska Instruments, and
Grace Air Corporation, and a current direc-
torship of Exploration Data Consultants, Inc.,
of Denver. A Houston resident, Worden is
married to the former Helen Saba '38.

The $10 million fund drive for the construction
and maintenance endowment for Herring Hall
was successfully completed and ground has
already been broken on the site of the future
home of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Administration. The building is scheduled
to be completed in time for the fall 1984
semester. Named for the late chairman of the
Rice Board of Governors, Robert R. Herring,
Herring Hall will be located between the Rice
Memorial Center and Wiess College in an area

formerly used for parking.

Noted architect and dean of the Yale school
of architecture Cesar Pelli desigred the build-

ing, which will complement the existing archi-
tecture on campus. Plans show traditional

Rice blend brick walls with limestone and ter-
racotta details and a red terracotta tile roof.
Special features are a copper-vaulted library
wing, two-story reading room, 250-seat lec-
ture room, and 110- by 40-foot courtyard
aligned with the courtyard of the RMC. A spe-

Ground Broken for Herring Hall

cial effort has been made to preserve the
trees between the new structure and the
RMC.

Construction of Herring Hall is based on a
steel and concrete skeleton covered with a
thin outer skin of ornamental wori:. The inte-
rior halves of the steel support columns will be
left uncovered to reveal the true structure.
The U-shaped building will provide 50,000

square feet for the Jones School, three times
as much as it now has in its temporary quar-
ters on the second floor of Herman Brown
Hall. The school hopes to increase its mas-
ter's ciegree program from 90 to 200 students
in the new facility.
The following other individuals and organ-

izations contributed gifts of $1,000 or more
toward the construction of Herring Hall:

American General Corporation; The Atlantic
Richfield Foundation; Bank of the Southwest Foun-
dation; Mr. and Mrs. Jack S. Blanton; Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Brown; Earl P. Burke, Jr.; Cameron Iron
Works, Inc.; Century Papers, Inc.; Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Danziger; Deloitte Haskins and Sells; Sam
P. Douglass; Dresser Foundation, Inc.; ENSTAR
Corporation; Ray C. Fish Foundation; The Fluor
Foundation; Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Hermance;
Robert R. Herring Fund; Highland Resources, Inc.;
Gerald D. Hines; Mr. and Mrs. Paul N. Howell;
Edward J. Hudson; Hughes Tool Company;
Lifemark Corporation; Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore E.
Manzo; John Bert McElreath; Mr. and Mrs. Pat H.
Moore; Mr. and Mrs. S. I. Morris; Robert A. Mos-
bacher; Mr. and Mrs. Vernon F. Neuhaus; Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph S. O'Connor; Mr. and Mrs. Fayez Saro-
fim; Mr. and Mrs. Eddy C. Scurlock; Mr. and Mrs.
Albert K. Smith; Mr. and Mrs. Harry K. Smith;
Vivian L. Smith; Texas Commerce Bank Founda-
tion; Texas Eastern Corporation; Touche Ross and
Company; Transco Energy Company; Mr. and
Mrs. Jack T. Trotter; United Energy Resources,
Inc.; Goldberg, Westheimer and Company; and Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace S. Wilson.
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Inside the Hedges
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Six positions on the Alumni Board have
been filled in elections this spring. Named to
serve three-year terms are Walter P. Moore
'27, Ray E. Simpson, Jr. '44, Nancy Thornall
Burch '61, Scott Wise '71, Sidney Burrus
'57, and Richard B. Stephens '56. The new
board members take office July 1.
A small act of charity by Rice students 25

years ago has now blossomed into a major
local resource for the handicapped. In 1958
the students gave about 20 books in braille to
the Lighthouse of Houston; when the
library celebrated its silver anniversary June
3, the collection had grown to over 7,000
titles, including braille and large print books,
talking records, and cassettes.

Library Director Margaret Sanderfer, who
has been with the library since its inception,
says, "We are very proud of the library,
which has grown from the seed planted by the
Rice University students to its current status
as one of the most extensive libraries in the
nation for the visually impaired." Sanderfer
adds that 10 to 15 alunini are regular library
volunteers.
However, no one connected with the

project can recall who the students who made
the donation were, or what prompted them to
give the books. If you know the story of the
Rice students who began the braille library,
send us details and we will publish them in an
upcoming SALLYPORT.

Dates and a topic have been selected for
the Fall Alumni Institute lecture series.
Titled "From Leeches to Lasers: Modern
Medicine and Its Human Implications," the
talks by Rice faculty on medical ethics will be
on consecutive Tuesday evenings October 4
through November 8. An admission fee will be
charged. Details will appear in the September
SALLYPORT.
Homecoming 1983 has been scheduled

for October 21-22. All class years ending in a 3
or an 8 will have reunions, including the Class
of '33 Golden Reunion party (chairman Harry
Chavanne) in Cohen House October 21 and
the Class of '58 Silver Reunion (chairman Ben
Orman) Saturday at the Forest Club. The
football game is with Texas A&M. A ten-
tative Homecoming schedule appears in the
"Owlmanac."

In addition to the 25 and 50 year classes,
the Class of '43 is planning a special reunion
and party, chaired by Bill Paxton. The party,
Saturday October 22 from 7:00 to 10:00
P.M., will feature a recreation of the Hi Hat
nightclub, formerly where the Prudential
Building now stands, a favorite hangout in the
class's Rice days. The Hi Hat will be reincar-
nated in Autry House and will include a 1940s
nickelodeon.
Chemical engineers from the Class of

'43 promised to regroup every ten years and
will also hold a reunion at Homecoming. Not
only former students, by some of the old pro-
fessors will join the group on Friday night.
The team from Will Rice took the alumni

event in the annual Beer Bike races April 9
with a time of 12:24. Among the coed teams
Baker placed second, followed by the Gradu-
ate Student Association, Lovett, Jones/
Wiess, Hanszen, and Sid Rich/Brown. It was
the second year of alumni participation in the
traditional spring contest. Will Rice teams also
won the men's and women's undergraduate
races.
The following area clubs report on recent

activities: Rice Alumni in Dallas (RAID)
met for Sunday brunch at Raphael's Restau-
rante Mexicano April 24. The Shepherd
School's Dean Larry Livingston and the Soliel
Quartet provided music and a program on
progress at the Shepherd School. The Aus-
tin Rice Club enjoyed the same entertain-
ment at a covered dish supper at the Zilker
Club House April 17. Alumni in the Hill
Country toured the Cowboy Artists of
America Museum and dined at the Riverhill
Club in Kerrville June 4. Museum Director
Griffiths Carnes spoke on the development of
the museum and Andrew Edington, president
emeritus of Schreiner College, spoke on his
original musical Tomran, which debuted June
8 at the Point Theatre.

Louis Spaw Neal Lacey James Glanville Judy Ley Allen

FACULTY/ADMINISTRATION

Four alumni have been named to positions on
the Rice Board of Governors. As a result of
voting by alumni, Louis D. Spaw, Jr. '40 and
Neal T. Lacey '56 have been named alumni
governors. Spaw will fill a one-year term and
Lacey will serve four years. James W. Glan-
ville '44 and Judy Ley Allen '61 have been
appointed term governors on the board for
four-year terms. Rice's 19-member board
consists of four alumni governors, eight term
governors, and seven trustees.
Spaw, president of Spaw-Glass in Houston,

is vice-president of the Association of Rice
Alumni and a member of the Rice University
Fund Council. Lacey, principal architect with
PLM Design in Dallas, was president of the
Association of Rice Alumni in 1976.

Glanville, who lives in Darien, Connecticut,
is a general partner in Lazard Freres & Com-
pany in New York. A former managing direc-
tor of Lehman Brothers, he is a trustee of the
California Institute of Technology, where he
earned graduate degrees after leaving Rice.
Author and business executive Allen first
joined the board in October 1981 to complete
the term of Jack T. Trotter '47, who was ele-
vated to the position of trustee. The daughter
of former Rice board member Wendell D. Ley
'32, she is a Houston resident.

Ronald Stebbings of physics and space
physics and astronomy has been named dean

Ronald Stebbings

of undergraduate affairs, replacing Kathe-
rine T. Brown '38, who served two five-year
terms as dean. Stebbings will take over the
office July 1. A member of the faculty since
1968, Stebbings served as master of Jones
College from 1977 to 1982. His research
interests include experimental atomic physics
and the behavior of plasmas.
Committees have been named and work is

already underway on Rice's latest self study.
Provost William Gordon is chairman of the
Self Study Steering Committee, whose report
will be an integral part of the accreditation
procedure of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools when it visits the uni-
versity during the 1984-85 academic year.
Self studies are conducted every ten years.
The self study schedule calls for fact-finding

and compilation during the summer of 1983
with the report produced during the summer
of 1984 and presented to SACS in September
1984. SACS will make the accreditation visit
in January 1985.

This spring eight members of the faculty
were promoted to the rank of professor:
Chandler Davidson of sociology; Robert
Diboye of psychology; Edward Doughtie and
Meredith Skura of English; John Olson of
biochemistry; Peter Shalen of mathematics;
Richard Smith and Albert van Helden of
history.

FONDREN LIBRARY
The Woodson Research Center's Julian
Huxley Project is looking for anecdotes or
memories about Huxley from the Rice com-
munity. On the Rice faculty from 1913 to
1916, the distinguished scientist was founding
chairman of Rice's Department of Biology. He
returned to England after World War I and
was later knighted in recognition of his contri-
butions to science and philosophy. After Hux-
ley's death in 1975 the bulk of his papers were
acquired by the Rice library. Anyone with any
stories or memories of Huxley is requested to
write the Huxley Project, Woodson Research
Center, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas
77251.
The Friends of Fondren Library are

offering Wedgwood commemorative plates
featuring scenes of Rice for $30 through July
1. After July 1 the price will increase to $35.
The plates, in Rice blue on cream, come in
four designs: Lovett Hall, Fondren Library,

the Campanile, and the Chemistry Building.
Orders of eight to eleven reduce the price by
$2 per plate, while 12 or more plates are each
$4 less. To order send a 50 percent deposit
(balance due on delivery) to the Friends of
Fondren Library, Rice University, P.O. Box
1892, Houston, Texas 77251.

SPECIAL FUNDS

Rice has received an endowment from Chica-
go businessman and musician Louis Sudler to
give an annual $1,000 Sudler Prize in the
Arts to a student in music, architecture, or
fine arts. Sudler has endowed similar scholar-
ships at other selected universities in the
country.

Chairman emeritus of the Chicago Sympho-
ny Orchestra, a baritone with a national repu-
tation, and the founder of Sudler & Company
real estate firm in Chicago, Sudler has sung on
national television and at events honoring five
American presidents. The 1983 recipient of

the Sudler prize is James Douglas Hill, who
received his master of architecture degree
this May.

Memorial funds have been established in
memory of the following alumni. Friends
wishing to contribute may send their gifts to
the Development Office.
Paul F. Bobb Fund in memory of Rever-

end Paul Frederick Bobb '20. The fund will be
used for an annual award to recognize out-
standing articles in the Thresher. The award
will be given on the basis of a vote by mem-
bers of the Thresher staff. During his years at
Rice, Bob was involved in a number of campus
activities, including the Thresher, of which he
served both as managing editor and editor-in-
chief.
The John Plumbley Memorial Fund

has been established by the family of John
Plumbley '48, who served as Rice golf coach
since 1961. The family requests that contribu-
tions in Plumbley's memory be used for the
Rice golf program.
Those who want their annual gift to Rice

registered in the 1983 For Rice's Honor donor
honor roll, which will be published with the
September SALLYPORT, must make the gift by
June 30. The 1982 For Rice's Honor received
the grand award for fundraising literature in
the Southwest District competition of CASE,
the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education.

JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF ADMINISTRATION

Ronald N. Taylor has been appointed the first
George R. Brown Professor of Adminis-
tration in the Jones School. The chair is a
recent gift of Fayez and Louisa Sarofim, honor-
ing her uncle the late George R. Brown '20.

Taylor joined the Rice faculty in January after
teaching the past 12 years at the University of
British Columbia. His research interests are in
strategic management and business policy, and
he is conducting a series of investigations into
how managerial strategic decisions are made
and how they can be more effective. Taylor
teaches business policy and managerial deci-
sion-making.

Taylor has already proved his worth to the
school. He served as faculty sponsor for the
Jones School team at the Clinton A. Phillips
Invitational Case Competition at Texas
A&M where, for the fourth time in five years,
Rice took first place. Team members were
Janette L. Harrison, Robert S. McKinnell, and
Martin J. O'Malley — all of whom earned mas-
ter of business and public management degrees
at commencement in May.

In other competition, for the fourth time in
the four years that the school has been invited
to compete, a Jones School student has won
first prize in the graduate division of the annual
competition sponsored by the Houston Society
of Financial Analysts. Jeff New '79 took the
$1,000 cash prize for his analysis of National
Convenience Stores.
The Dean's Seminar, held Wednesday

afternoons, features leaders in business, non-
profit organizations, and government who give
students off-the-record perspectives on real-
world management problems and solutions.
Speakers in 1982-83 included Raymond A. Hay,
CEO, LTV Corporation, Dallas; Giorgio
Borlenghi, president, Interfin Corporation,
Houston (developer of Four Leaf Towers);
John W. Dewey, president, Citicorp Industrial
Credit, Harrington, New York; W.J. Bowen,
chairman, Transco Energy Company, Houston;
William Luers, U.S. Ambassador to Venezuela;
and Lee Brown, chief of the Houston Police.
The Office of Executive Development

doubled the number of seminars offered to
managers and entrepreneurs in 1982-83. A
major new undertaking, The Management Pro-
gram, has been scheduled to run from Septem-
ber 9 to November 19, offering day-long
sessions on eleven consecutive Fridays and
four Saturdays. Taught primarily by Jones
School faculty, TMP includes instruction in
accounting and finance, strategic management
and planning, management information sys-
tems, human resources management, and mar-
keting. TMP is designed for middle-level
managers who wish to improve their career
advancement potential.
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SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

Francis Loewenheim of the Department of
History made the front page of several major
American newspapers in April and May with his
discovery of the probable source of the infor-
mation in the forged Hitler diaries. Loe-
wenheim's revelation that the diaries were a
reworking of information already published
from Hitler's secret wartime conversations and
other sources, plus his general comments on
the diaries scandal, appeared on page one of the
Houston Chronicle, Chicago Tribune, and Los
Angeles Herald Examiner. Loewenheim dis-
covered and published parts of the diaries of
Eisenhower and Truman in 1978-80.
"The New Feminist Scholarship: Impact on

the Disciplines,' a lecture series presented
by the school February 7 through April 6 was
"well attended, well received, and of generally
high quality," according to Dean of Humanities
Allen J. Matusow. Interest in the series
sparked the forming of a woman's group on
campus for students, faculty, and staff, the Rice
Women's Network.
The Joint Venture internship program,

created with a grant from the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation as a mutual learning experi-
ence for humanities graduates and members of
business, had 25 student participants in the
spring term, according to program representa-
tive Robert Molder. The interns worked in 15
local enterprises, including three major banks, a
medical research center, an oil and gas firm, a
retail store, and city government.

Alan Grob of the Department of English
comments on this year's visiting distinguished
professors funded by another Mellon grant:
"We are very pleased to have had Al Young and
Ntozake Shange — both important creative tal-
ents — on campus this semester, and consider
the program a great success." British social
historian Harold Perkin will teach in the fall
semester under the program.
The annual Mellon Workshops taught by

Rice professors and visiting scholars, held May
15-27, covered the topics "William Faulkner
and Modern Literary Theory"; "Environment,
Energy and Society"; "Comparative Legisla-
tures"; and "Medical Ethics and American Val-
ues." Nine fellows were selected to participate
in each workshop.
The Department of German and Rus-

sian staged several foreign-language plays in
April. Performed in German were two slapstick
comedies, Das Kalberbruten (The Hatching of
Calves) and Das heiss Eysen (The Hot Iron), and
a tragedy, Der Tod im Baumstumpf (Death in a
Tree Stump). The U.S. premiere production of
the Soviet play Vstrecha (The Encounter) was
presented in Russian.

WIESS SCHOOL

OF NATURAL SCIENCES

The Department of Biochemistry has
entered the advance guard of research in pro-
tein chemistry with the acquisition of an Evans
and Sutherland PS 300 CSM color display com-
puter graphics system. The manufacturer
donated the $70,000 system to the laboratory
of Professor Florante Quiocho in recognition of
his innovative application of protein modelling
programs to an earlier black-and-white system.

Quiocho, along with graduate student Jim
Pflugrath and post-doctoral researcher Mark
Saper, is using the new system for detailed
analysis of the three-dimensional structure of
large complex biological molecules. From elec-
tron density data derived from x-ray diffraction
study, the computer projects the actual three-
dimensional arrangement of the atoms of the
molecule. Research groups and pharmaceutical
companies across the country have contacted
Quiocho's laboratory for information on their
advances in protein study.
Two graduate students in the Department

of Chemistry have been awarded prestigious
National Science Foundation Pre-doctoral Fel-
lowships. Benny Arney, a graduate of the Uni-
versity of St. Thomas in Houston, and Bridget
McCourtney, a graduate of the University of
Buffalo, will receive the $8,400 fellowships
beginning in June. Both students are working in
the laboratory of W.E. Billups. Only 40 of the
fellowships are awarded each year in the entire
country.

Facilities in the Department of Geology
have been significantly upgraded as a result of a

During a recent trip to Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, Dean Jack Mitchell of the School of Architecture

(lower left) met with three alumni: Wayne Drummond '70 (upper left), Ahmet Aip '79 (center),
and Hugh Burgess '80 (right).

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Professors John Casbarian and Danny Samuels,
along with partner Robert TiMme, have won an
American Institute of Architects National Hon-
or Award for the third time. Their firm is Taft
Architects, and all three partners are 1969 Rice
graduates. This year's prize was given for the
YWCA Building on Waugh Drive in Houston.
Taft also received the award for the Talbot
House in Nevis, West Indies, last year and for
the Hendley Building in Galveston three years
ago. According to Samuels, the awards are
based chiefly on design quality. This year 11
National Honor Awards were given.
The school has made the most of Herring

Hall architect Cesar Pelli's time at Rice. Pelli
spoke to a group of alumni and friends of the
school on April 7 and visited a class the next
morning where he spoke with students.
Three new traveling fellowships for

architecture students have been initiated and
awarded this year. The Morris R. Pitman
Scholarship for a graduating graduate student
went to Victoria Rixey; the John T. Mitchell
Traveling Fellowship for a returning graduate
student went to Richard Ashworth; and the
Margaret Everson Fossi Traveling Fellowship

for a fifth-year or graduate student went to Rob
Rogers.

In March and April the Farish Gallery
exhibited "Cervin Robinson, Architectural
Photographs." The show, originated at Rice,
was featured in the May 1983 issue of the Jour-
nal of the American Institute of Architects. This
fall the exhibit will travel to Wellesley College,
where it will be accompanied by a catalog pub-
lished by the Rice School of Architecture and
Wellesley, then it has a projected itinerary
including Brown University, the Octagon in
Washington, D.C., and the Waller Art Center in
Minneapolis. Prior to the Robinson show, Far-
ish Gallery hosted "Proposals for Hermann
Park," exploring development ideas for the
park. It will be featured in the next issue of the
Rice Design Alliance's publication Cite.
The Rice Design Alliance sponsored a

series of five urban affairs symposiums dealing
with the problems Houston has resulting from
its rapid growth. In conjunction with the Muse-
um of Fine Arts, the RDA also sponsored a six-
lecture series on "Design and Communication,"
where graphic and environmental designers
spoke on print and film, illusion and object.

GEORGE R. BROWN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

The Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing and Materials Science is working on
plans for a new building to be added to the engi-
neering quadrangle. The building has been
approved and is now under discussion with
architects. The department has also hired a
new professor, J.E. Akin, from the University
of Tennessee-Knoxville.
The Department of Electrical Engi-

neering has been busy with a projected 130
new majors declared by upcoming juniors. The
department must now arrange to accomodate
the group, the largest electrical engineering
class ever. One major project is the renovation
of the front electronics lab and shop area in the
Abercrombie Building. The department also
has a new faculty member, Peter Vannan.

A new degree option has been approved in
the Department of Civil Engineering. The
"structural option," offered beginning this fall,
allows seniors to take three to five graduate
level courses instead of undergraduate cours-
es.
The Department of Environmental Sci-

ence and Engineering is working on a number
of research projects in conjunction with the
National Center for Groundwater Research.
One example is pilot plant scale research at the
City of Houston Wastewater Treatment Plant
in Sagemont. Another recent project has been a
major study of Lake Houston, including studies
on water quality and sedimentation, reliability
studies on waste water, and treatment plant
research.

Provost William E. Gordon of electrical engineering (standing) maintains an active involvement
with the world's largest telescope in Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Gordon conceived, built, and managed
the telescope in the early 1960s, when he was affiliated with Cornell. His current work there repre-

sents a collaborative efforts with several Rice engineers including (left to right) research engineer

John Dobelman '79; Frank T. Djuth '77 of the Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles; Jen), Jost '77
of the Johnson Space Center; and Anthea Coster '81 of the Georgia Institute of Technology. Also
involved in the Project is Lewis M. Duncan '73 of the Los Alamos National Laboratories.

$350,000 grant made available by the university
administration. Classrooms, faculty and student
offices, rock preparation and storage facilities,
five geochemical laboratories, and portions of
the geophysical laboratories were renovated.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

George Marcus of the Department of
Anthropology is in the thick of the current,
well-publicized debate about the value of
Margaret Mead's observations about life in
Samoa in the 1920s. Marcus published an
extensive review of Derek Freeman's book
Margaret Mead and Sanwa: The Making and
Unmaking of an Anthropological Myth in the
New York Times Book Review March 27.
According to Marcus, Freeman's book "is a
work of great mischief."
"At this late date, Mr. Freeman's refutation

of Mead can have no impact whatsoever on the
present division of labor between anthropolo-
gists and evolutionary biologists," Marcus
says, and concludes that "the book we have
now is merely a curiosity."

It is particularly fitting that a Rice professor
should review the critique of Mead, since she
was awarded a gold medal of honor at Rice's
semicentennial celebration in 1962. At that time
Mead spoke here on "Human Capacities."

In other anthropology news, the Houston
Museum of Natural Science is mounting an
exhibition this summer on "Island of Gold: The
Archaeology of Jenne-Jeno, West Africa's Old-
est City," based on a 1982 National Geographic
account of Rice faculty members Roderick and
Susan McIntosh's excavations in West Africa.
The show runs from June to September and
features poster-sized color photographs and
maps donated by the National Geographic. The
exhibit was codesigned by the museum and the
Department of Anthropology.
The McIntoshes' finds from Jenne-jeno dur-

ing field expeditions in 1977 and 1981 have
received wide attention in both popular and
scholarly publications.
The Department of Psychology has

received a $300,000 grant from the Henry
Luce Foundation to establish the Henry R.
Luce Professorship in Engineering Psychology.
According to Department Chairman William
Howell, engineering psychology has almost
unlimited prospects "as a science, a field of
application, and a career path. The addition of a
true scholar in this area should enable us to stay
in the forefront." Rice is one of only a small
number of universities in the country to teach
engineering psychology.

SHEPHERD SCHOOL OF MUSIC

The fall 1983 semester will bring many positive
changes for the school. The faculty council has
approved doctoral programs in organ per-
formance and composition, the school's first
doctorates, to commence next semester. Total
expected enrollment next fall is around 200,
twice the number of students in the 1981-82
(91). Enrollment in 1982-83 was 135. To make
room for the new students, practice space will
triple when practice rooms are moved into the
basement of Herman Brown Hall after ICSA
vacates the area to occupy its new headquar-
ters in the Mudd Building. The new facilities
will provide students with an accoustically
treated environment.
Seven well known artists have been appoint-

ed to the faculty for the upcoming school year,
including John Perry, William Chaisson, Heidi
Castleman, Edward Slunider, Yizhak Schotten,
Sergiu Luca, and Catherine Allen. Houston
Symphony Conductor Sergiu Comissiona is
already serving as an artist-in-residence.

In 1982-83 the school initiated an honors
string quartet program. Two string quartets
represented Rice all over Houston. For 1983-
84 the program has been expanded to include a
brass quintet, a string quartet, and a woodwind
quartet.
The Shepherd Symphony has been cho-

sen to be the featured orchestra at the Texas
Music Teachers Association Conference next
February in Fort Worth. The Houston Sym-
phony will perform three concerts at Rice in the
coming season. Featured works by two faculty
members: Paul Cooper's Symphony in Two
Movements and a piece by Ellsworth Milburn.
Later in the season Cooper's work will be per-
formed by the symphony at Carnegie Hall.
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Presidents Report on Progress
in Disciplines

Three Rice faculty members—Jack Mitchell, dean of architecture; James Castatieda of Spanish, Portuguese,
and classics; and Nally Beth Poindexter, chairman of health and physical education—served in 1982-83 as
presidents of national organizations for their academic disciplines. Recently they discussed the rewards and
sacrifices of their positions and the outlook for their various fields with SALLYPORT.

JACK MITCHELL:
ARCHITECTURE

During his year-long term as president of the
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architec-
ture, Dean Mitchell traveled throughout the
United States and Canada visiting schools.
Two things impressed him: "the quality of
architectural education is rather good," but
"there should be more diversity among
schools."

"It seems to me that a school of architec-
ture ought to have a sense of where it is, who
its constituency is in terms of students, where
its alunuii go to work, and something of the
nature of the institution," Mitchell says. Rice
is a good example of the regionalism he advo-
cates. Its location in booming Houston
encourages emphasis on new development,
whereas most northern and eastern schools
specialize in redevelopment.

"Students now are much more interested
in building design—learning about buildings—
than urban design, the design of pieces of cit-
ies," according to Mitchell. "The situation is
just the opposite of the 1960s, when most stu-
dents were interested in urban design. Rice
revises its curriculum somewhat to reflect
such changes in concentration, but still
requires graduates to study urban design
because we think it makes them better build-
ing designers to understand how the buildings
fit into the larger fabric."

In his travels Mitchell has also noticed that
schools are not presently creating new meth-
ods to teach architecture. In the past a few
schools have made innovations, some of
which worked and some of which did not.
"But now there are no alternative models to
follow," Mitchell says.

Mitchell observes that the main trends in
architecture today are "a breaking down of
the box into facets, and a sense of historicism
in which historic precedents can be seen in the
design of a building." As examples he cites
two local projects by Philip Johnson, the
RepublicBank Building downtown and the
Galleria-area Transco Tower.
As president of the ACSA, Mitchell set the

program for the annual meeting and teachers'
seminar this year. The theme wa§ architec-
ture in a global framework since "the basic
problems of human settlement that have to be
solved globally are things our students need
to know and colleges need to be dealing with
in addition to the high fashion of design."

Although the presidency has kept Mitchell
away from Rice more than he would like, he
believes it has ultimately benefitted the
school, since he has brought back so many
ideas. But he looks forward to his return to
the fold and becoming more active in affairs
both at Rice and in the city.

JAMES CASTA11EDA:
SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

James Castafieda was president of the Ameri-
can Association of Teachers of Spanish and
Portuguese—an organization including teach-
ers at elementary, secondary, and university
levels—during the past year. His concern is
that students in the United States often do not
learn to speak any foreign languages at
all: "I think the United States is probably the
only country in the world in which people who
do not speak a second language have the
audacity to consider themselves educated."

Fortunately, he sees a trend now toward
more language requirements at universities,
both for admission and for graduation. A sec-
ond trend is an "almost universal orientation"
to teaching language for conversation rather
than strictly for reading. This aspect has
changed over the years as travel abroad has
grown simpler and less expensive.

Teaching a student to speak a language
does more than let him chat with foreigners or
get a hotel room, Castafieda asserts. Lan-
guage classes are a method for transmitting a
culture and for giving a student linguistic prep-
aration to use his own language more effec-
tively. According to Castafieda, "You really
have to take an overview of both reasons for
studying languages, both the practical job
opportunity type of reason and the simple fact
that when there is a culture that has been his-
torically important and significant it certainly
is very educational to transmit that culture
and to have people learn about it and appreci-
ate it from the inside rather than from the out-
side."
He adds that in the United States there are

practical reasons for learning Spanish rather
than another language, including the fact that
a great many people in our hemisphere speak
the language.
On more than one occasion Castafieda has

been a vocal defender of Spanish before the
public. He wrote a letter to the Houston Post
after U.S. District Judge Woodrow Seals com-
mented in 1980, "I have never seen anything
of worldwide importance written in Spanish."
Castafieda responded that 12 Hispanics had
won Nobel Prizes up to that time (in 1982 the
number rose to 13). The letter generated
controversy, and Castalieda won his point.

Castafieda's presidency was complicated
by the fact that he was simultaneously serving
a two-year term as president of the
Southwestern Conference. "Prior to getting
into the presidencies I had tried to be a very
active scholar, doing research and writing and
publishing. I simply declared a moratorium on
that kind of activity during the two presiden-
tial terms" Now he is looking forward to his
return to teaching and research.

HALLY BETH POINDEXTER:
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Rice alumna Hally Beth Walker Poindexter
'47 is president of the National Association for
Physical Education in Higher Education, an
office that calls for a four year commitment:
one year as president-elect, two years as
president, and one year as past-president.
After her first year as president Poindexter
has found the position "very time-consuming.
The correspondence is unbelievable."
A professional organization, NAPEHE tries

to define and interpret the relationship
between physical education and higher educa-
tion. The members come from so many
disparate fields and are so widely dispersed
that Poindexter says, "I think of an octopus.
We've got a small body and lots of liffibs run-
ning out." She adds that it is difficult to chan-
nel energies from the diverse groups toward
one purpose.

Although NAPEHE is not a lobbying organi-
zation, occasional political involvement is
inevitable. For instance, California recently
passed a law "detrimental to physical educa-
tion" that NAPEHE was instrumental in get-
ting rephrased. The annual NAPEHE
convention in January studied research in the
disciplines and the state of the art in exercise
physiology. Next year, meeting at University
of Maryland, the group will explore physical
education's relationship to higher education.
NAPEHE's concept of physical education is

a far cry from the layman's memories of "gym
class."
"P.E. still has its roots in human move-

ment," Poindexter says, "but what most
people think of as physical education, what
you see in the high schools and elementary
schools, is mostly fun and games." As an aca-
demic discipline, physical education includes
the entire spectrum of the "meaning of move-
ment," according to Poindexter, whose own
research has been with emotionally disturbed
children and with hemispheric dominance of
the brain in movement.
As with the other presidents, Poindexter

has found it necessary to put many of her aca-
demic pursuits on hold during her term of off-
ice. "My research has suffered terribly
because I only have 24 hours in a day," she
says, but fortunately the end result has still
been positive.
For one thing, Poindexter has made many

contacts that will be particularly useful if Rice
institutes a planned master's program in
physical education. She also has the inside
scoop on new research and ideas. Finally, "it
has been a good time to be around the organi-
zation because financial constraints make you
reevaluate the meaning of the group," she
concludes.

Former Air
Cadets Reunite

At noon February 19, 1943, 270 Army Air
Corps cadets and enlisted reserves gathered at
the corner of Congress and Travis streets to
form the largest group ever sent from the
Houston army induction recruiting station.
Most of the men were college students, includ-
ing 40 from the Rice Institute.

Carroll A. "Curly" Lewis '49 organized a
reunion of the group February 19, 1983, 40
years later. After meeting and being photo-
graphed at the same downtown street corner,
the nearly 50 men who returned to the spot
adjourned to the nearby Huber Seafood and
Oyster Bar for lunch and war stories.

According to Curly, there was some difficulty
recalling the group, since one of the three lists
on which the 270 original names were written
had been lost. Despite the problem several fel-
low alumni attended, including Niran Kellogg
'44, Orville Rote '43, Bob Wiggins '49, Damon
Slator '48, Edwin Hornberger '44, A.D. Scotty
'47, Herman Fleet '47 (who came from New
York for the event), Bob King '49, and Wallace
Scherwitz '48.
As Curly tells it, most of the men joined the

reserves in the fall and winter of 1942, which
was supposed to guarantee that they could fin-
ish college before going on active duty. Presi-
dent Roosevelt soon declared a national
emergency, however, so the group was called
up in February.
Back -at Rice after the war, the vets often

rented planes and flew in their spare time.
Their combat experience proved useful in one
exploit that quickly grew into a Rice legend.
One year, the night before the Rice-A&M foot-
ball game,'Curly and his cohorts dumped a stink
bomb and 100 pounds of rice on an Aggie yell
meeting at College Station. The infamous bomb
— a concoction poured into a balloon and car-
ried to the target area in a cake pan — was
devised by a number of chemical engineering
students.

During the war Curly had been stationed in
England with the Eighth Air Force as a B-17
bomber pilot, flying 25 combat missions over
Germany. He was shot down twice, one time
landing in France, and the other making it back
to England. Today he is a six-star general in the
Texas Army, a group recreating forces such as
those who served with General Sam Houston
at the battle of San Jacinto, after having been
appointed commanding general by Governor
Preston Smith at the group's reorganization in
1969.

Before: February 19, 1943

After: February 19, 1983
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Giving Clubs Enroll Donors Letters
The Founder's Club and President's Club were established in the fall of 1970 as a means of
bringing together alumni, parents, and friends who give substantial support for Rice's current
operations. Membership is on an annual basis (July 1 through June 30) and includes the individual
and his or her spouse. Names listed below are first-time members from March through April
1983.
Founder's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Kiyoshi Sandow '43
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Phenicie '47/46
Charles Edward Fox '82
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Clark, Jr.
Prof. and Mrs. Sidney M. Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas B. Marshall

President's Club
Mrs. John C. Bybee '30
Dr. Paul A. Richter '33
Maurice Sacks '35
Mrs. D. C. Kelly '36
Mrs. Owen W. Holland, Jr. '37
Paul L. Bertin, Jr. '40
Willard W. Moser, Jr. '40
Loy E. Kidson '42
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Knox, Jr. '42/'42
Mrs. George H. Kimbrell '43
Mrs. John Henry Locke '43
Mrs. Eugene S. Martin '44
Dr. Morris J. Wright '44
John P. Buettner '48
Dr. Donald H. Veatch '50
Abraham Nad '51
Charles E. Wolf '51

Frank M. Newman, Jr. '53
Dr. H. Herbert Hahn II '54
Dr. Bruce Q. Green '57
Jerry S. Harris '57
William S. Rolston '57
Mr. and Mrs. T. Glenn Fields '58
Mr. and Mrs. Don W. Dalrymple '64
William Powell Knight, M.D. '65
Bruce J. Smith '68
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Folsom, Jr. '69
Gary L. Grether '69
Dr. and Mrs. Leland Alfred Winston
'69/69

Dr. Robert Benjamin Drotman '70
Ms. Diane Booker Galfas '70
Edward Doyon Main '70
Dr. Rell M. Woodward '73
John Richard Kelly, Jr. '74
Paul Dunbar Chapman '75
Susan Lynnette Hughes, M.D. '75
Ken Lacey '75
Timothy R. Ploch '75
Mr. and Mrs. Anastassios

Triantaphyllis '76/'76
James Charles Baros '77
Thomas D. Glenn '77
Dr. Jerry L. Bohannon '78

Clark B. Herring '78
Ms. Annise D. Parker '78
Larry E. Reed '78
Mr. and Mrs. Mark R. Scheevel
'78/79

Ms. Gail G. Stauss '78
James David Honeycutt '79
Miss Collyn Ann Peddie '79
David Allen Vandenvater '79
Bryan David Baker '80
Ms. Susan Kay Dallas '80
Leslie Walter Doss III '80
Philip R. Navratil '80
Mark W. Brown '81
Eric John Dittman '81
Stephen Michael Flynn '81
Jimmy Micalek '81
Robert W. Orr II '81
David Alan Ross '81
Kenneth William Cornell '82
Mitchell T. Shults '82
Lee L. Stockseth '82
Prof. Jay David Atlas
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Broussard
Mrs. Joseph A. Hagemanri
Miss Ruth Rieber
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome H. Smith

Correction
The April SALLYPORT erroneously listed several giving club members under the wrong
donor clubs. First-time members from October 1982 through February 1983 who were list-
ed incorrectly in the last issue are here listed under the proper categories. A complete and
correct listing of 1982-83 members of both clubs will be published in For Rice's Honor, a spe-
cial supplement to the September SALLYPORT.
Founder's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Meyers '45
Milton C. Butcher '46
Miss Elaine E. Dippel '47
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Winograd '48
Mr. and Mrs. George Wray, Jr.
'49/52
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence G. Katz '50
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Gary '51
Eugene M. Langworthy '51
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Tighe '51
Mrs. Mary F. Bolduc '52
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.

Cruikshank '52/52
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. DeMoss, Jr.
'52

Dr. and Mrs. L. Stanley Eubanks
'52/53

Mr. and Mrs. Don L. Stieghan '52
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Dalton, Jr.
'53

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Donald Harvey
'53

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce W. Wallace
'53/'53

Mr. and Mrs. W. Owen Irish '54
Dr. John N. Loomis '54
Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Bower '55
Dan Rogers Farmer '55
Sally Abston, M.D. '56
Ann B. Bledsoe '56
Dr. and Mrs. James Porter
Baughman '57
R. L. (Lee) Fowler '57

President's Club
Karl C. Spock '33
Miss Dorothy M. Daley '34
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lamotta '34

Jack B. Power '34
Eugene K. Scott '34
Mr. T. F. Smith '34
Mr. and Mrs. William J
'34/36

Mr. and Mrs. Pat G. Combs '35
Dr. and Mrs. David C. Furman
'35/'36
Richard J. Metcalf '35
Mrs. Richard D. Moers '35
John S. Drake '36
Dr. and Mrs. Joe C. Much '36
Leon R. Schurman '36
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Vaughn '36
Mrs. Bernadine Keller Evans '37
Miss Minne Moore Gillespie '37
Mrs. Charles C. Green, Jr. '37
Alfred C. Goodson '38
Herbert E. Holm '38
Dr. & Mrs. William H. Lane '38
Mr. & Mrs. Mark J. Liverman '38
William F. Reed '38
James Maniscalco '39
Harvey J. Neeld '39
Thomas C. Roddy, Jr. '39
Mrs. Maurice Lebourg '40
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Standefer '40
James G. Hogg '41
Haskell Sheinberg '41
Mrs. Gloria Van Pelt Williams '41
Mrs. C. E. Cunningham, Jr. '42
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Elrod '42
Linus G. Sharpe '42
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Willbern (Ruth
Moore) '42

Mrs. John B. Deaderick '43
Mrs. Herman Krahn '43
Mrs. Patricia T. Bowman '44
Paul Z. Brochstein '44
Mrs. Malcolm Ezell Moss '44

Ms. Nellie McNeill Sanders '44
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Sattler '44
Dr. Sol Louis Dittman '47

Williamson Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Drew '47
Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. Kaplan '47
D. Eugene Simmons '47
Mr. and Mrs. Henry N. Armstrong
'48/48

David W. Brochstein '48
Sidney G. Clark '48
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Damrel, Jr. '48
Charles S. W. Deiches, Jr. '48
Dr. Emory Temple Adams, Jr. '49
James L. Ellis '50
Ms. Betty K. Manning '50
Mr. & Mrs. Vern V. McGrew, Jr.
'so

Dan J. Moran, Jr. '50
George E. Sullins '50
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Dorsey '51
Mrs. Maurice J. Duffey '51
Mr. and Mrs. W. Richard H. Ramsay
'51

Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Warren '51
Richard A. Braman '52
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Collins '52/'54
Douglas D. Hale, Jr. '52
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Littlepage, Jr.
'52/'55

Dr. A. William Ruff, Jr. '52
Philip H. Scott '52
John D. Boswell '53
Robert Paul Hosemann '53
Jean Rosalyn Cornelius '54
Horton D. Nesrsta '54
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Biggs '55
Jayne Wunsch Dye, M.D. '55
John H. Maness '55
Roberti. Saldich '55

Major Gifts
Recent major gifts to the university include
the following:
Lynette S. Autrey Estate
$800,000 to endow the Lynette S. Autrey
Chair in Management.
Conoco, Inc.
$15,000 for current operations and a fellow-
ship in geology.
Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
$10,000 to the Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration.
W. S. Farish Fund
$14,000 to the Departments of Religious
Studies and History.
Hewlett-Packard
$78,520; value of computer equipment for the
Department of Electrical Engineering.
Hughes Tool Company
$10,000 to the Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration.
Elise Mann Lear Estate
$20,000 to the Floyd Seyward Lear Bequest
for the purchase of books in the fields of histo-
ry in which Professor Lear worked.
Ralph D. Looney
$200,000 to the Ralph and Dorothy Looney

Endowment for Medical Research.
Mamie F. Martel Trust
$75,000 toward the annual funding of four pro-
fessorships.
Research Corporation
$15,000 to the Department of Chemistry for
research.
Sid W. Richardson Foundation
$100,000 for Wetlands Research Project in
biology.
Rockwell Fund, Inc.
$25,000 to the Department of Religious
Studies.
Dr. Luigi Romeo
$74,809; value of the Luigi Romeo Linguistics
Collection in Linguistics and Semiotics to Fon-
dren Library.
Service International Corporation
$10,000 to the Jesse H. Jones School of
Administration
Albert K. Smith '31
$24,063 to the Smith Fund in the School of
Architecture.
Louis C. Sudler
$26,520 to endow the Louis C. Sudler Prize in
the Arts.

Suggests Simons Profile
To the editor:

I always read your "interesting graduate"
feature and have a subject to suggest: Elwyn
Simons, head of the Duke University Primate
Center.

I enclose the Houston Chronicle photo of
the center's most recent coup. Elwyn was a
faithful lab assistant for Dr. Davies and is a
graduate, I would gather, in the 1953 class —
along there anyway. He moved on into
paleontology and is queried about discoveries
along with other internationally renowned
scientists.

Please consider him as a subject — I know
he's made one trip to Houston to raise funds
to "save the lemur" and suspect his mother
still lives in their Rice neighborhood home.
His father, ex-Rice faculty in business admin-
istration, is, I believe, deceased.

Mary Pound '54
Austin

Ed. note: Simons was the subject of SALLYPORT
articles in 1976 and 1977, but has not been fea-
tured in the past five years.

Thresher Fund Established
To the editor:

I hope in your next SALLYPORT you will give
recognition to the memorials to the Thresher
for Paul Bobb.
He so appreciated the news you gave in

your paper about being the oldest living editor
of the Thresher that before his death on March
9, 1983, he asked that in place of flowers that
donations be made to the Thresher. I think
many do not know about it and your news
might bring more donations.

I am participating in Sarah Lane Lounge
because of your news.

Ruth Bobb Morris '26
Houston

Ed. note: The first Bobb award has been made
to Dave Collins '84 for his two-part series "On
Drugs at Rice."

Applauds Broyles's Core View
To the editor:

Congratulations on your interview with Bill
Broyles in the February issue. Rice has many
successful alumni in a variety of professions,
and such interviews with them are enlighten-
ing to the rest of us and can help expand the
horizons of some of Rice's current students.

Bill Broyles's comments on the core curric-
ulum issue hit the mark. He has succinctly
summarized the political problems that have
prevented a core curriculum from being insti-
tuted, and has challenged the faculty to sur-
mount those problems and to reassert its
authority as arbiter of what should constitute
an education. Too many recent Rice gradu-
ates, while technically highly proficient in their
respective fields, seem to be ignorant of much
of the rest of human experience, particularly
the history, economics, and ideology of Amer-
ica. Sadly, one result is that, like many other
American technocrats, they abdicate their
responsibility for the political and moral issues
arising outside their respective fields, but
affecting us all.

Charles Szalkowski '70
Houston

Corrects Lane Article
To the editor:
The last issue of the SALLYPORT had a state-

ment that the Sarah Lane Literary Society
was the first society at Rice to admit Jewish
and Oriental girls. But in the year 1922-23 a
very good friend of mine, a Jewish girl, was a
member of the Elizabeth Baldwin Literary
Society, and she got me into it. This was a few
years before the Sarah Lane Society was
formed. There were no Oriental girls in the
student body at that time, as I remember.

I have no wish whatever to detract from the
influence of so fine a person as Miss Lane. I
just wanted to get the facts straight. I am sure
there was a certain amount of prejudice which
Miss Lane's influence helped to erode.

Thelma Long McCoy '25
Beaumont

Wants Second SALLYPORT
To the editor:
As I peruse the various editions of the

SALLYPORT it occasionally occurs to me that
we are given glimpses of what seems to be the
sine qua non of the alumni of the better halls of
academia, to wit: overachievement. I'm not
sure what I expect to read in an alumni news-
paper but I get a little weary, not to mention a
bit self-conscious, noticing that Harry A. BS
1910 first flew across the Alps in a rocket he
developed, or that Mary B. BA 1932 has
received a degree from every college west of
the Pecos, or that Charley C. BA 1970 now
sits on the board of all the Fortune 500 corpo-
rations. I'd just love to read that Harley D.
PhD 1940, has finally qualified for a ham radio
license, after having failed on consecutive
annual tries from 1940 through 1982, inclusive
(except for the time during World War II when
he was serving as an Air Force radioman).
The best notes I read in the April 1983

issue are the ones concerning an alumna who
"coordinates" (even here the description has
to be hyped) Meals on Wheels and the homey
news that an elderly alumna and her husband
now live with their daughter, of the class of
1951, my own class.
Maybe there ought to be an underground

SALLYPORT for mere achievers and under-
achievers. To start it off I would like to report
that I go to work every day and do a reason-
ably good job of it; I love my family and dog, go
to church on Sunday, and, oddly enough, have
little or no trouble with the IRS. I coach a
women's softball team and a young teen
soccer team, both without notable success.
Our Boston Terrier dog, "Cambridge" just
thinks I'm great.

John P. Papuga '51
Pittsburgh

Ed. Note: Our policy for classnotes is top eint
what we receive. Classnotes come from three
chief sources: letters or notes from alumni;
company news releases; and newspaper
clippings. Unfortunately, few companies or
newspapers feel that low key domestic anecdotes
are worth publicizing. By contrast, we at
SALLYPORT are glad to pass on any news

Married before Pollard
To the editor:
The letter published in the April '83 SAL-

LYPORT written by William G. Pollard PhD '36
["First Married Student Writes"] regarding
his marriage during his Rice career was quite
interesting.

In February 1929, when I was visiting
Houston from Monroe, Louisiana, my cousin
Cherry Schwartz '29, and her boyfriend
Emmett Brunson '29, arranged a blind date
for me. Then, when I entered Rice as a fresh-
man in the fall of 1929, this date resulted in a
very lovely romance. The object of my affec-
tion was Fay Hilliard. He had entered Rice in
the fall of 1927 as an engineering student. On
April 8, 1930, we were married in Holy
Rosary Church in Houston. We both contin-
ued our education at Rice, with Fay receiving
his BS in '32 and! my BA in '33. Then I stayed
on campus for two years doing post-bac-
calaureate work, acting as student assistant to
Dr. Otto Westmeyer. I, too, was fortunate to
have had classes with Dr. Heaps and Dr.
Ford.

During our marriage of nearly 49 years, we
had five children and, of course, the usual ups
and downs of rearing a good-sized family. Fay
was associated with Shell Oil Co. at the Hous-
ton Refinery. I taught mathematics for 24
years in the Deer Park High School, during
which time I earned an MEd in administrative
education and an MA in mathematics.

In 1975 we retired to a small west Texas
town, Eldorado, where our older daughter
lives. Unfortunately, after a lingering illness,
Fay died in March, 1979.

Since that time I have remarried. My hus-
band, Tom Ratliff, and I keep Eldorado as our
home base and spend much time traveling. I
am looking forward to attending the fiftieth
reunion of my class on October 21, 1983.
Please keep sending the SALLYPORT. I enjoy
It.

Winnie Helen Beaman Hilliard Ratliff '33
Eldorado, Texas
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24LUCILLE LOYD MEADOWS

has received an honorary doctorate
of humanities from East Texas Baptist Col-
lege. As director of the Meadows Foundation
in Dallas, she has been involved in a number of
projects and gifts to the college. She is also
active in the First Baptist Church.

26 
EVA TEMPLE PRATHER mar-
ried October 9, 1982, in Atlanta,

where she and her husband John Butler live.
"We are very happy," Eva writes.

28 R.F. LOUGHRIDGE has guided his
50-year-old Elevator Service Com-

pany (ESCO) in Ft. Worth through every stage
of its development, designing, manufacturing,
customizing, and servicing ESCO elevators in
buildings nationwide and abroad. Loughridge
and the company of which he is founder, presi-
dent, chief executive, and principal stockholder
were featured in the Ft. Worth Star-Telegram in
March. ESCO specializes in hydraulic, rather
than cable elevators, although it also supplies
some components for and services the compe-
tition. WALTER G. HALL, a prominent bank-
er noted for his political influence in Galveston
County, was recently honored at a banquet
hosted by the Clear Lake Chamber of Com-
merce. Among those attending the event were
former Rice professor Frank Vandiver, presi-
dent of Texas A&M, and Rice alumni Lt. Gov-
ernor and Mrs. WILLIAM P. HOBBY. Hall
attributed his interest in politics to Radoslav
Tsanoff, under whom he studied at Rice. "At
Rice I first encountered intellects of a higher
order. When you encounter that, you learn tol-
erance," Hall said.

30 LENORE BLAND PFEIFFER
writes that she and her husband

moved to Idyllwild, California, in the San Ber-
nadino Mountains in 1974. But she adds that
"Texas is still home!" The Pfeiffers have
three daughters and seven grandchildren.
"Sorry to say I'm the only Rice grad in the
family," Lenora says.

32CHRIS POPE HOOVER, reporter
for the 1982 golden anniversary

class, has served on the Alumni Board on two
different occasions. She now works on the
alumni archives with MARSHALL ROBERT-
SON and RAY WATKIN HOAGLAND '36,
and works once a week at the M.D. Anderson
Hospital Clinic. She and her husband have two
children. Chris gives the following information
about other classmates: LUCILE LANCAS-
TER and TOM McCLEARY, who guided the
class through the very successful five-year
Scholarship Fund Drive and planned the fiftieth
reunion dinner, have been collaborating in the
practice of architecture since 1938 as McCleary
Associates. Lucile has been active in the Wom-
en's Auxiliary of the Houston chapter of the
American Institute of Architects and in various
other community activities, including the Hous-
ton Symphony League. Tom has been busy
too, serving as president of the Houston Chap-
ter of the AIA and several other local organiza-
tions. The McClearys have two sons, both of
whom graduated from Rice: STEPHEN
McCLEARY '63 is a mathematics professor
at the University of Georgia, and DALE
McCLEARY '65 is associated with the family
firm. He recently discussed the firm's work, a
great deal of which is designing banks, in an
interview in a Houston paper. After graduating
from Rice, KEITH BAYETTE attended MIT,
where he received an MS in electrical engineer-
ing. He writes, "1933 being a depression year,
I was glad to work for Texas Electric Service
Company as a turbine oiler in a power plant," a
fact that recent engineering graduates may find
hard to believe. Before retiring in 1975 Keith
was manager of substation and underground
design of the Ft. Worth General Office of Engi-
neering. MARGARET WRIGHT MILLS
married in Washington, D.C., a few years after
graduation, then moved to New York, where
her husband Hillis was an editor at Time. They
also lived in London two years while Hillis
served as a bureau chief for the magazine. in
the last ten years Margaret has worked for
McGraw-Hill in public relations and is now with

a large law office in New York City. She enjoys
the theater, gardening, and participating in the
Rice-New York activities. EARL M. MOSS
worked with the Texas Company for eight
years after graduation, but retired from the
U.S. Navy as a weapons engineering officer. He
also retired as a civilian contract engineer with
various agencies of the government. He and his
wife have traveled extensively. They have two
sons. JAMES STOPFORD worked in New
York City for Dun and Bradstreet, then spent
the rest of his career in oil, gas, and engineer-
ing companies. His present activities include
golf, tennis, travel, and some work as a director
of various companies. BERNARD "BUS-
TER" KLEIN has had a busy fifty years. He
moved to Beaumont and was in the food ser-
vice business until 1939. He then joined
Southwestern Life Insurance Company, where
he won numerous awards. He has been "presi-
dent of so many organizations in Beaumont that
it would take the rest of the page to list them."
He serves on the boards of a number of Beau-
mont arts organizations. RUTH CAMPBELL
TAYLOR has two children and six grandchil-
dren. She is active in her church and in the
OWLS alumnae group. A son in international
banking has helped arrange a good deal of for-
eign travel for her. GEORGE DUNK and his
wife live in Long Beach, California. He
moved a great deal during his career with W.T.
Grant Company and retired as personnel and
operations manager of Grant's Western
Region's 135 stores after 41 years of service.
George now enjoys golf, bowling, reading,
genealogical research, stamp collecting, and
travel. Since 1955 he has served as a Rice
admissions alumni interviewer in Southern Cali-
fornia. JAMES H. "SCOTTY" SAWYER,
JR., worked as an assistant seismologist for
Shell after earning a Rice PhD in 1935. Later he
went to the Bartol Research Foundation at
Swarthmore College and worked intelligence
staff jobs for the government during the war.
He married and went back to geophysics with
VINING REYNOLDS and then with Sun Oil,
first in Beaumont and then in Dallas. He retired
at 62 and went to Bell and Murphy as an associ-
ate and minor partner. In 1976 he retired to
Santa Rosa, Florida, his vacationing area for 25
years. LOIS WRIGHT REYNOLDS and her
husband lived in Houston, Denver, and San
Francisco before settling in San Jose, Califor-
nia, where they now live. Lois earned a mas-
ter's degree at San Jose State University,
where her husband taught, and spent 18 years
as a teacher, counselor, and administrator in
the Santa Clara schools. The Reynolds have
kept busy with SJSU and other activities since
retirement. MAVIS WOOD HUTCHISON
taught school in Missouri City, Texas, for nine
years and in Houston until 1969. She married in
1959 and lived close to Rice for 19 years, until
her husband died in 1978. RALPH WILSON
was employed by Baroid Division-NL Indus-
tries for more than 40 years prior to retiring in
December 1975. Activities included oil field
technical service, research and development of
products and services, and handling patent mat-
ters. Wilson married in 1934 and has three chil-
dren, all Rice alumni: ROBERT WILSON
'57, who shared the Nobel prize in physics in
1978; DOROTHY WILSON BLODGETT'
'60; and MARY WILSON BARNUM '64.
Ralph and his wife attended the award ceremo-
nies in Sweden. Although he claims "anything
is anticlimactic after eking through Math 100,
play-acting as sophomore duke of the May
Fete, and an occasional tea and conversation
with Professor Zeefeld," WALTER "RED"
WILLIAMS went from Rice to Southwest
Texas State University, where he earned BS
and MA degrees. After eight years of teaching
and public school administration, he went to
work for IBM in personnel and manufacturing
management at Endicott, New Jersey; New
York City; and Princeton, New Jersey. He
played a central role in such advances in the
early fifties as putting all employees on salary
and offering managers courses in professional
management. Williams married in 1934 and is
the father of two. He and his wife live in Austin.
BENSON WELLS worked as a soda jerk after
graduation, then went to California in 1933 with
a utility engineering survey firm. He returned
to Texas for a sales commission job and mar-

TALBOTT WILSON, whose
architectural firm designed the out-

side of the Astrodome, was recently featured
in an article in the Houston Post. He has
designed a Houston townhome for himself
that was pictured in the article. Wilson's
career has included designing a variety of
buildings, such as houses, churches, special-
ized medical facilities, and most recently, con-
dominiums and townhouses.

Golden anniversary reunion party
planned for Homecoming 1983,

October 21. Class reunion chairman is HAR-
RY CHAVANNE.

tied in 1935. Since his wife's death in 1968 he
has been busy with numerous business inter-
ests and civic activities in Goliad, Texas. He is
the father of two. WILLIAM C. WALLACE
says that although he was only at Rice one
year, his most pleasant memories of college life
are of those days. Except for a five-year stint in
the army in WWII, he has practiced law in
Milam County, Texas, for the past 46 years.
RUDOLPH TURRENTINE earned his
degree at the U.S. Naval Academy. He worked
in Washington until the war, when he served
six years. In 1946 he returned to Houston with
his war bride as a marine engineer for Brown
and Root, where he became an offshore pio-
neer. The father of two, Rudy retired in 1975.
JOHN TEMPLE began working for Texaco
the day after graduation. He married in 1933
and is looking forward to celebrating his fiftieth
anniversary this year. John served five years in
the army during the wa,., and then worked for
States Marine Lines for 20 years. In 1966 he
went to work as a stock broker for Underwood,
Neuhaus and Co. in Houston and retired in
1977. His main hobby is fishing and he has trav-
eled extensively since retirement.

33

34

37JOSEPH LYNDON BOYD of
Houston has developed and patent-

ed an engineering calculator for the construc-
tion industry. WILLIAM GOYEN writes
that he has written a new novel, Arcadio,
which will appear in September. The book is
set in Texas. Two more books by Goyen will
appear in 1984: his autobiography, published
by Doubleday, and the novel Leander. Goyen,
who was given the 1979 Distinguished Alum-
nus Award as Rice's first man of letters, lives
in Los Angeles. ARNOLD B. JOHNSON
has been elected president of Houston's San
Jacinto High School Alumni Association. Vice-
president is BUDDE GARTNER '39. They
encourage all ex-students of the school to
write them at the San Jacinto High School
Alumni Association, San Jacinto Memorial
Building Suite 221, Houston Community Col-
lege System Main Campus, 1300 Holman
Ave., Houston, Texas, 77004.

38 
Reunion planned for Homecoming
1983, October 21-22.

DON GREER retired from the
YMCA in 1978 and now works for

Accent Mayflower, where he was named
Salesperson of the Year. He and his wife have
eight grandchildren. The Greers serve on the
YMCA Camp Board of Directors, and Don is a
member of Oral Roberts Univeristy Titan
Club Board. SAM BETHEA has retired from
Exxon Research and Engineering in Baytown
after over 41 years of service. Sam was hon-
ored at a retirement party December 3, when
the company presented him a clock and his
friends gave him a set of woodworking tools.
He and his wife plan to raise cattle on their
farm in Alabama, garden, restore furniture,
and travel, including a tour of the Pacific
Northwest this year. The partnership of T.
FRANKLIN GLASS, JR., and LOUIS D.
SPAW, JR. '40, founders of the Houston
construction firm Spaw-Glass, was featured in
the Houston Post this spring. Since it was
founded in 1953, Spaw-Glass has grown to
rank seventy-sixth among the top 400 con-
tractors and twenty-third among the top 50
general building contractors nationally. The
firm consists of nine operating companies and
is also affiliated with the leading contractor in

39

France. The article quotes Glass, "I got two
partners from the eight members of my col-
lege class in advanced mathematics. One was
my wife and the other was Louis Spaw."
Glass is married to the former FRANCES
CHAPMAN '40, while Spaw's wife is the
former WANDA HOENCKE '40.

40GILSON R. SMITH and his wife,
the former BILLIE TOM RIE-

GER, have retired after 17 years with
Lockheed at NASA in Houston. They will con-
tinue to live in Houston at a Lake Livingston
retreat. The Smiths have two daughters and
three grandchildren.

43Reunion party planned for Home-
coming 1983, October 22. Class

reunion chairman is BILL PAXTON.
STARKE TAYLOR was elected mayor of
Dallas April 2. A retired cotton broker and
investor, he captured 54 percent of the vote
against former Dallas Mayor Wes Wise. The
campaign and election received exteniiVe
media attention, including a major article on
Taylor's victory in the May Texas Monthly.

44ROBERT D. BRACE writes that
he has established a consulting prac-

tice in Denver, Enerface Corporation. The
firm will handle exploration petroleum geolo-
gy and geoscience computer applications, and
counsel on new computer applications and
systems related to petroleum geology. Brace
has been vice-president, geology, for PETX
Petroleum in Denver. Prior to that he was
supervisor, computer applications, with
Chevron USA. WILLIAM RUGELEY
LIVESAY has been elected a governor of the
American College of Physicians. He is a spe-
cialist in internal medicine and a clinical pro-
fessor of medicine at the Baylor College of
Medicine. The ACP is the largest medical
specialty society and represents doctors of
internal medicine, related subspecialists, and
physicians throughout the country.

45JOHN L. COX., a member of
Rice's Board of Governors, has

been elected to the board of directors of
Republic Bank Corporation. He is a director of
Texas National Bank in Midland, which is
pending acquisition by Republic Bank Corpo-
ration. In addition, he has been an independ-
ent oil operator in Midland since 1952.

46BRUCE HOLMES BRADBEER
has moved from Miami, Florida, to

Woodridge, Illinois.

48Reunion planned for Homecoming
1983, October 21-23. ROY CAMP-

BELL has been named the Midland chairman
for Planned Parenthood of the Permian
Basin's 1983 fundraising campaign. He is
president and chairman of the board of Elco
Corporation and is involved in several civic
activities. "I believe very much in the ser-
vices and purposes of Planned Parenthood,"
Campbell says.

49 ROBERT PRY (PhD), in his capac-
ity as vice-president for research and

development of Gould, Inc., and member of a
task force seeking to attract high-tech industry
to the Chicago area, compared the attitudes of
Boston-area professors with those of Chicago
educators in a lead story in the Wall Street Jour-
nal recently. Recalling that at a recent seminar,
an MIT dean was asked what he trained stu-
dents to be, Pry said, "Without flinching, he
said, 'entrepreneurs.' You wouldn't hear that
here."

51 E. FAY JONES' s (MArch)
Thorncrown Chapel in Arkansas

was proclaimed in a recent article in
Newsweek to be "the most striking example
of what might be called the 'New Age of Meta-
physical Architecture' in this country."
"Designed by a once obscure architect named
Fay Jones," the article says, "Thorncrown
Chapel has risen to the status of an icon in
contemporary architecture."
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53Reunion planned for Homecoming
1983, October 21-22. ROBERT

SUTHERLAND writes that he has formed a
consulting firm in the Chicago area that "pri-
marily advises small- to medium-sized compa-
nies in the special area of taxes and
acquisitions." Sutherland was formerly treas-
urer of the Richardson Company, Melrose
Park, Illinois.

54WILLIAM TURNHAM has been
promoted to senior vice-president

and chief operating officer of Standard Life
Insurance Company of Jackson, Mississippi.
He and his wife have three children.

DOROTHY CARAM has been
appointed to the Houston Civil Ser-

vice Commission. President of the Institute of
Hispanic Culture of Houston and the founder
and president of the Committee United for
Mexican American Education, Dorothy
earned a doctorate in education administration
last fall at the University of Houston.
RONALD C. LASSITER is chief executive
officer of Zapata Corporation, which he joined
in 1970. His career, including previous jobs
with Conoco and Exxon and an MBA from
Harvard, was profiled in the Houston Busi-
ness Journal in March. MORTON LEVY has
been advanced to the College of Fellows of
the American Institute of Architects. He was
invested on May 22 in New Orleans. Mort is a
former president of the Houston Chapter of
AIA, chaired the national AIA Committee on
Commerce and Industry, for which he led the
First North American Conference on Industri-
al Architecture, and authored the barrier-
elimination provisions of the Houston Building
Code. He is the managing principal of a small
practice specializing in commercial and indus-

trial architecture in Houston. ROBERT A.
McALLEN has been elected to the Board of
Directors of Central Power and Light Compa-
ny. McAllen is president of the First National
Bank of Weslaco and Hidalgo County Bank and
Trust in Mercedes, Texas.

55

57JERRY S. HARRIS has been elect-
ed to the Board of Directors of the

Longview, Texas, Chamber of Commerce.
He is already a director of Longview Savings,

Texas Bank of Tatum, Oak Forest Country
Club, Delta Solvents and Chemicals, Stoudt
Distributing, and Gregg County Abstract
Company. A lawyer, Harris is the father of
three. Class reporters ANNE BROWN and
FLORENCE HELM give the following news
of other classmates in the legal profession:
MARY LOU CLARK SINDERSON lives in
Houston and has recently left practice in the
Attorney General's Office to organize the law
firm of Sinderson, Baffin, Flores and Stool,
which consists of four women of different eth-
nic and legal backgrounds. KENNETH
PEDEN also practices in Houston. After gra-
duating from UT Law School, Ken went to
work for Childress, Port and Crady, which

has evolved into Crady and Peden. Ken is now
managing partner of the 11-partner firm.
Some years ago Ken purchased the home of

Mr. and Mrs. George Cohen, donors of

Rice's Cohen House, and he has maintained

its original Art Deco style. RITA MILLER
FASON of Houston returned to school in
1975 for her law degree. She practices on her

own and says "I am enjoying trial work and do

a great deal of family law. I maintain a house-
hold for four teenagers — young adult types

— ages 14 to 20. I'm enjoying being single.

Favorite activities are country western danc-

ing and travel." JOHN HELD of Houston is
an attorney with Baker and Botts. NICK
NICHOLS is an attorney with Kronzer,
Abraham, Watkins, Nichols, Ballard, &
Friend in Houston. KEN JONES has been an
attorney in Ft. Worth since completing law
school in 1961. He and his wife have two sons,

both college freshmen. DON SCHULTZ and
his wife of almost 25 years, the former BEA
VALERA, live in River Vale, New Jersey.
Bea is in her last year of law school at
Rutgers; she hopes to practice in New Jersey

or New York. Last summer she interned at
the U.S. Attorney's Office in Newark and

loved her job. Don, meanwhile, is president of
Teledyne Isotopes, a nuclear science and

engineering company. The Schultzes have
two children, and the family tries to visit

Old Timer
"I am one of the few still living who registered at Rice in 1912," writes Isaac

"Ike" Sanders '17. "I served as President Lovett's private secretary during

the academic year 1915-16, then graduated in 1917 with a BA degree in phys-

ics and mathematics. After about 55 years of college teaching, mostly as pro-

fessor of physics at Texas A&M and Tyler Junior College, I am now fully

retired."
Ike Sander's modest classnote only touches the tip of the iceberg. Luckily,

he included a lengthier exposition of his career, an article from the February 22

Tyler Junior College Newsgram. The Newsgram reporter interviewed Ike at

greater length about his experiences at Rice and afterwards.

"I was determined to get an education, and I wanted a good one," Ike told

the Newsgram. But lacking the money after his graduation from high school in

1911, he took a crash course at Mineola Normal School that enabled him to

qualify for a teaching certificate, and also acquired some secretarial skills from

Tyler Commercial College. Ike's teaching career then began in Red Springs,

Texas, where, he recalls, "I was teacher, janitor, and superintendent and had

40 students from first through eighth grade."

A year of teaching allowed Ike to save enough money to enroll at Rice, but

he still had to wash dishes to make ends meet. He showed up regularly around

Dr. Lovett's office in the Administration Building to let it be known he would

rather work there than in the kitchen. Finally he was made a messenger boy,

delivering messages from the remote campus to downtown for $30 a month.

His junior year, Ike's secretarial training paid off: he was appointed Dr.

Lovett's secretary. Much of his work that year, 1914-15, was helping Lovett

with the three volumes he was writing. When Lovett needed to do some

traveling, he proposed that Ike accompany him.

"Naturally I couldn't go to school and work full time, so I quit school for one

year," Ike says. His salary rose to $100 a month.

Ike accompanied Dr. Lovett to New York and Washington, where the Rice

president visited his former Princeton mentor President Woodrow Wilson.

"But he didn't take me with him, he just told me to go see the sights," Ike

says with a sigh. Ike and Lovett traveled in an elegant compartment on the

"Sunshine Special" during their journeys, and Ike recalls "we really got the

royal treatment" when the president of the railroad was aboard.

Graduating during the war years, Ike was sent to officers' training camp in

Kentucky, but did not go to Europe because he caught the 1918 flu. After the

war he worked briefly for the Tyler Tribune and at Mission High School in Tyler

before beginning a 23-year teaching career at Texas A&M in the Department

of Physics. He married Fannie Rivers Ford '18, who died ai 1929, and has one

daughter, three grandaughters, and seven great-grandchildren.

Ike had completed two years of study towards his doctorate from A&M in

1944, when he returned to Tyler to care for his ailing father. He began teaching

at Tyler Junior College as head of physics, and built the laboratories there from

scratch. He remained at TJC until he was 85, becoming a "living legend" at

the college, and has spent the past six years in leisurely retirement.

But leisure does not mean idleness for Ike Sanders. According to his sister

Fannie Mae, with whom he lives, "he still mows the grass himself."

"Well yes," Ike admits, "but it's one of those ride mowers."

Ike is still an active supporter of Rice as well. He attended every class

reunion until last year and still wears his blue and gold fiftieth reunion pin. At

91, Ike Sanders has reached an age where many people are put out to pasture.

But don't try that on Ike. . . unless, of course, you want your pasture mowed.

Houston at least once a year. ELAINE
ILLIG DAVIS, mother of two, lives in Hous-
ton. Her husband Frank is a Houston lawyer.
HERBERT SIMONS is an attorney with
Butler, Billion, Rice, Cook & Knapp of Hous-
ton. Doctors in the class include JACK
EBERTS, a radiologist who has been at Scott
& White Clinic in Temple, Texas, for the past
15 years. Jack and his wife enjoy breeding and

raising thoroughbred German Shepherds.
Jack reports that BOB LEATON is a profes-
sor at Dartmouth University. DON WEST
practices obstetrics and gynecology in San
Antonio. He says, "I married a rather bright
Texas girl some years ago who writes and
publishes books and is founder of Texas Book
Publishers Association. When I'm not work-
ing, I try to play tennis and hunt birds. I've

Silver anniversary reunion party
planned for Homecoming 1983,

October 21. P. DAVID MANTOR has been
elected to Hamilton Brothers Petroleum Cor-
poration's Board of Directors. As senior
executive vice-president of the company,
David has worldwide responsibility for explo-
ration and production activities. In addition,
he is president of Hamilton International Oil
Comany. JIM CAULEY, director of the Bay-
town, Texas, Chamber of Commerce, was
recently quoted in the Baytown News-Sun
about Baytown's optimistic economic out-
look. "Baytown is certainly better off than
other parts of the country," he said. Jim is
executive vice-president, secretary, and
board member at Citizens of Texas Savings
and Loan Association. He has three sons.

bought a ranch south of San Antonio where
cows eat grass and I lose money. We have a
big turkey crop this year, which may be sym-
bolic." GORDON HOLT is a head and neck
surgeon in Phoenix, Arizona. He is the father
of four. Our farthest flung classmates are
BEN HARVEY in Taipei, Taiwan, and JOHN
CRAMER in Berlin. Ben says he usually
comes to the States once a year on a com-
bined business and pleasure trip, but regrets
that he was unable to attend the reunion last
fall. He writes, "I am now in my twenty-sec-
ond year of residence here in Taiwan with no
plans to leave. I came here in 1961 with a
large American aviation company, Air Asia,
which worked principally for the U.S. govern-
ment. After seven years in Air Asia I spent a
few more in my own consulting firm and then
in Motorola before setting down in my pres-
ent company, TMS. It is very satisfying to be
my own boss and at the same time participat-
ing in the rapid development and change
here." John and his wife, who have three chil-
dren, have been in Berlin on sabbatical from
the University of Washington, where John is
on the faculty. John is a fellow of the American
Physical Society and a member of the Execu-
tive Committee of the APS Division of Nucle-
ar Physics. He has published "around 100"
papers in physics journals and books and has
now begun writing for the "popular audi-
ence"; he also coauthored a book analyzing
voting patterns of the Washington State legis-
lature, which led to a disclosure law.
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59FRANK LLOYD DENT writes
that he is associate director of the

national office of Young Audiences in New
York. The arts and education organization
sponsors performance-demonstrations, work-
shops, and residencies by artists in 38 differ-
ent U.S. cities, including Houston, for the
benefit of school children. Frank was Rice's
alumni director from 1970 to 1973. In connec-
tion with the story in the February SALLYPORT
about Rice couples, he notes that classmates
GINGER PURINGTON and JIM BERN-
HARD have been married since 1961 and
now have three children. Jim, a Houston play-
wright, is in arts management, while Ginger is
a professor of history at the University of St.
Thomas.

60 LARRY H. STEWART has been
promoted to vice-president, West-

ern Hemisphere Marine Structures Division
of Brown & Root, headquartered in Houston.
An expert in offshore platform fabrication and
installation, he has worked around the world
for the company since .1965. HELEN
THOMAS has been named program chairman
for the College English Association's Fif-
teenth Annual Conference in April 1984 on
"1984 in Fact and Fiction." Helen is a profes-
sor of English at the University of Houston
and vice-president of the CEA. ARCHIE P.
Mc DONALD (MA), a professor of history at
Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacog-
doches, is now editor of the Encyclopedia
USA.

RON WATERS has been named
general manager and vice-president

of Willis Implement Company in Brownsville,
where he has worked since 1977. HAS KELL
MONROE (PhD), president of the Universi-
ty of Texas at El Paso, was recently featured
in the El Paso Times for his interest in the
Presbyterian denomination and the role it and
religion in general played in the Civil War. A
lifelong Presbyterian, Monroe contends that

61
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"since Calvin's day, Presbyterians have
always been organized by national bounda-
ries," including the South.

62 Six years ago DICK DUKE moved
with his wife and two daughters to

Hope, Arkansas, where he pastors Faith
Bible Church, is principal and a teacher at
Hope Christian School, and raises top blood-
line German Shepherds. Prior to the move
Dick was executive vice-president of Hous-
ton-based Chemical Associates, and success-
fully participated in several real estate
investments. He invites any classmates com-
ing through Hope to drop in and "maybe we
coulri play some Hearts (Jock's Bridge)."
GENE RICHESON, KEN OSHMAN,
WALTER LOWENSTERN, JR., '59, and
ROBERT MAXFIELD '63, founders of
ROLM (Richeson has now left the firm), were
featured in a recent Houston Chronicle article
discussing ROLM's move from an exclusive
focus on telecommunications into office auto-
mation. In the short term the move has
slowed ROLM' s remarkable growth, but by
1986, Oshman predicts, the Office System
Division headquartered in Austin should bring
in as much revenue as the telecommunica-
tions operations. "In two years, ROLM is
going to be a household work in Houston,"
one ROLM spokesman predicts. ROLM is
under contract to install a new telephone sys-
tem at Rice, its largest system sale to date.
The article also notes that with the help of
venture capitalist BURTON McMURTRY
'56, the ROLM founders began "recruitment
of the steady stream of Rice-educated engi-
neers who have made their ways to ROLM' s
headquarters in Santa Clara, California."

64 ESTHER NIES ELSTUN (PhD)
has published Richard Beer-Hof-

mann, His Life and Work with the Pennsylva-
nia State University Press. It is the first major
study of the writer's life and work to appear in
nearly 50 years. Esther is professor of Ger-
man at George Mason University in Fairfax,
Virginia.

65 ANN LILLIEDAHL announces
that her Emily Dickenson in

Europe: Her Litermy Reputation in Selected
Countries, now in its second printing, is being
translated into Spanish by Ediciones Tres
Tiempos, Buenos Aires, for distribution in
Mexico, South America, and Spain. Ann
teaches at Texas Southern University in
Houston. The former VALERIE DUNN,
now married to JOHN PANKRATZ '59,
was featured in the San Antonio Express-
News recently in an article following up on for-
mer Outstanding Teens named by the
newspaper. So designated in 1960, Valerie
now lives in Plano, where she teaches violin
and is assistant concertmaster of the Richard-
son Symphony Orchestra. She and John have
three children. Valerie previously worked for
IBM in California and on the moon shot pro-
gram in Houston.

66 GREG CURTIS, BILL BROYLES,
and GRIFFIN SMITH '63 dis-

cussed the founding of Texas Monthly in an
Associated Press article recognizing the
award-winning magazine's tenth anniversary.
Since 1973, circulation has grown frcm 10,000
to 289,730. "It's clearly a different magazine
now," says Editor Curtis; "It is mature."
BARRY L. BUECHNER has been appoint-
ed manager of business planning for Air Prod-
ucts and Chemicals' Engineering Services
Group. A resident of Ardmore, Pennsylvania,
Buechner earned an MBA from Harvard after
leaving Rice.

67LAURIN McCRACKEN has been
appointed an associate principal of

FCL Associates, architecture, planning, and
interior design firm as of January. Laurin lives
in Dallas. ALAN C. SHAPIRO, professor of

finance and business eco-
nomics at UCLA, updates
his classnote erroneously
published with the class of
'65 in February. After mar-
rying in January 1981, Alan
and his wife had a son a year

later. Last year he published Multinational
Financial Management with Allyn and Bacon,
and the book "now is in use at most of the top

MBA programs in the country. I would like
my friends to drop by to see me if they're
ever in L.A." GEOFFREY J. NORRIS

writes, "I have recently
left the law department of
Cooper Industries, where I
was employed as senior liti-
gation counsel, and entered
private practice here in
Houston. I am associated

with the law firm of Scott, Douglass & Kee-
ton, where I am engaged in commercial litiga-
tion." BYRON BALBACH is a member of
Balbach & Fehr, P.C., law firm in Urbana, Illi-
nois. Byron is married to the former JUAN!-
TA JEANNE HICKMAN. JEFFREY D.
RYAN has been named a partner of Morris/

Aubry Architects. Jeffrey
joined the firm in 1981 as a
designer and is currently
working with Trammell
Crow Design and Construc-
tion on a 480-room hotel
and a 280,000-square-foot

expansion of the Decorative Center, both in
Houston.

68Reunion planned for Homecoming
1983, October 21-22. ROSEMARY

THOMAS SHEPARD recently married.
She is an attorney with Conoco in Houston.
FRED CLOUD, who teaches government in
LaPorte High School, has been nominated for
president of the Association of Texas Profes-
sional Educators. Currently a member of the
state Bylaws Committee, Cloud has served as
president of the local and regional ATPE
chapters. A resident of Deer Park, Fred has
taught at LaPorte for the past ten years. He
and his wife have two children. After giving up
his ambition to become a concert pianist,
JOHN EPSTEIN became publicist for Leon-
ard Bernstein in New York. John was recently
mentioned in the Houston Chronicle for his
affiliation with a New Mexico artist who
recently exhibited in Houston. FRANK X.
HURLEY (PhD) has been appointed deputy
chief scientist of the NASA headquarters in
Washington, D.C., effective June 20. His
chief duty is to advise NASA administrator
James M. Beggs on matters of aeronautical
research. Frank has been manager of
research and technology for the Ft. Worth
Division of General Dynamics, builder of the
F-16 multirole aircraft, since 1977. He and his
wife have two baby daughters. ROBERT
BATTAILE writes, "I'm developing two
entertainment projects and spending about
half my time in Los Angeles." He and a friend
have founded The Productioneers, Inc., in
Austin to market the projects: "Tele-Santa,"
a high tech twenty-first century musical they
have written, and the television and tie-in
product rights to which they are trying to sell;
and the trivia of nationally syndicated colum-
nist L.M. Boyd, which they want to syndicate
for television and radio. Battaile emphasizes
that the wholesome, family entertainment the
projects offer is one of their most important
aspects.

69ROBERT NELSON writes, "I
have been promoted to associate

professor with tenure at the University of
Chicago. My field of specialization is medieval
art." BAR! JANE WATKINS has been

named dean of the college at
Rollins College in Winter
Park, Florida. Beginning in
August, she will coordinate
student services and advise
the 1,350 undergraduates at
the school. She is now direc-

tor of the Program on Women at Northwestern
University, after having earned advanced
degrees in history at Yale.

70 
HENRIETTE AYMONIER
writes, "I've been living in Switzer-

land for nearly nine years and would like to see
some of my old friends from Rice. If anyone is
in Zurich, please give me a call at 47-76-79—
I'd love to get together with you." RAY K.

PARKER (MArch) has
been advanced to the
American Institute of Archi-
tects' College of Fellows
for his "notable contribu-
tions to the architectural
profession." Ray is senior

vice president of the architectural and engi-
neering firm of Cromwell, Truemper, Levy,
Parker & Woodsman, Inc., in Little Rock,
where he directs the firm's business manage-
ment and construction administration divi-
sion. He has previously held state, regional,
and national offices in the AIA.

71 HOWARD BERG writes, "Two
years ago I wrote a pamphlet on the

commodity market. I am finally selling it. I am
keeping busy." Howie lives in South Hous-
ton. ANTONIN AECK is the 1983 president

of the Atlanta Chapter,
American Institute of Archi-
tects. The president of Aeck
Associates, he works both in
design and administration
and also supervised the
firm's implementation of

computer-aided design and drafting. Aeck's
projects have included leading a team of archi-
tects and interior designers responsible for a
full range of design issues from mosque plan-
ning to silverware selection for the Saudi Arabi-
an Armed Forces Signal Center and School, a
25-building complex, and several major build-
ings in the Atlanta area. BILL MADDOX says
he is now working at the San Antonio Savings
Association, San Antonio's largest savings and
loan, in charge of data processing system sup-
port of item processing. He writes, "As usual
with most DP jobs, the ability to make it work
in spite of the documentation, and the ability to
read minds are the main qualities required."

N

JAMES M. 'WRIGHT is manager
of proposals for Enstar Engineering

of Houston. This spring he has begun record-
ing original pop rock music at the local ACA
Recording Studios in a venture produced by
Art Gottschalk of Rice's Shepherd School of
Music. An album will be released later this
year. DOROTHY LANCASTER McCOP-
PIN moved to San Angelo over a year ago and
writes that she is the first assistant city attor-
ney, while her husband is first assistant dis-
trict attorney for the 51st and 119th districts.
They had a second daughter last August; their
older daughter, Leslie, was named after class-
mate LESLIE WILLIAMSON, who helped
convince Dorothy to move to San Angelo, and
whom she sees often. KRIS McCORMACK
is a general practitioner in the country in
Eclectic, Alabama, and writes, "Houston is
such a big city now, but the countryside is still
a good remedy for the urban pressure cook-
er." Kris took a trip to Colorado this year.
LEIGH WHITTON MURRAY writes to
correct the February classnote that mistaken-
ly placed her in the wrong department at
North Dakota State University—she is actual-
ly in the Department of Statistics. "I really
enjoyed Homecoming, especially seeing a lot
of the old Brown crew and also finding out that
Rice hasn't changed very much in ten years.
And if you're ever in North Dakota . .
THOMAS S. TULLIS '74 and his wife, the
former SUSAN RICHARDSON, write that
they spent 1980 and 1981 in Houston, where
Tom worked on his PhD at Rice in experimen-
tal psychology and Susan was a senior pro-
grammer analyst at M.W. Kellog. Their first
child was born on Christmas Day 1981, and
they moved back to Annandale, New Jersey,
in March 1982. Now Tom is back at Bell labs
doing his dissertation research on human-
computer interaction, and Susan is an inde-
pendent programming consultant. The
Tullises have also started their own business,
Computer Concepts, to teach courses on
home computers. WENDELL MENDELL
(PhD), a physicist, coauthored a paper outlin-
ing a plan for the development of a manned
lunar base by the year 2007—the fiftieth anni-
versary of the space age—for the Fourteenth
Lunar and Planetary Science Conference held
at Johnson Space Center in March. The pro-
posals of Mendell and his coauthor Michael
Duke, head of the Planetary and Earth Scienc-
es Division at the Johnson Space Center,
were covered in an article in the Houston
Post. DICK WHITTINGTON writes, "I
became a father for the first time in January
1982—a son." Dick was also appointed head
of the Radiation Oncology Branch at the
National Naval Medical Center in Silver
Spring, Maryland. JAY ROBISON and his
wife are back in San Antonio after a year in
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Reunion planned for Homecoming
1983, October 21-22. PATRICIA

LUAN-MILLER writes that her first child
arrived March 17. "She is truly a joy and a
precious gift from the Lord," says Patricia,
who lives in Murrysville, Pennsylvania. J.E.
McNEIL opened a law office in Washington,
D.C., in December. She writes, "As far as I
have been able to determine, I am the only
leftist tax attorney in the country. I combine
my tax practice with representing antidraft
and other demonstrators." In response to the
article on Rice couples in the February SAL-
LYPORT, THOMAS WELLNER writes the
story of him and his wife CAROL
CRONHARDT, who "have been married
continuously and happily since May 1974. It's
hard to realize that so much time has gone by
and so this letter has a lot of catching up to
do." The Wellners lived in Tampa after their
marriage, then moved to Wheeling, West Vir-
ginia, where Tom, an estate and trust admin-
istrator with the Wheeling Dollar Bank,
recently graduated with honors from the
National Graduate Trust School sponsored by
the Americah Bankers Association and
Northwestern University. He expects his
thesis, "Trust Department Compliance with
the Generation Skipping Transfer Tax," to be
published later this year. Carol cares for their
two children and attends school part time. She
has spent several years working for various
social service agencies. Tom encourages old
friends to get in touch. CHARLES BECK-
ER announces the birth of a son December
30. Former SALLYPORT editor STEVE
BARNHILL, who has his own advertising
firm in Houston, has recently gone in with two
partners to form Taylor, Brown and Barnhill
ad agency, which will manage the $6 million
Foley's department store account. MEDA
DUBOSE KRENSON has moved to Amer-
icus, Georgia, where she is "the only archi-
tect in town—should be interesting."

Boston, where he completed a fellowship at
Massachusetts General Hospital in vascular
surgery. Jay is now assigned to the staff at
Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center. He
writes, "Howdy to all the old Bang Gang—
your picture is on my office wall!"
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74 Austin-area Rice alumni ANNE
DINGUS '75, PATRICK RED-

MAN '76, MICHAEL CROCKETT '75,
LOLLY PRESTRIDGE '75, KEVIN
DUBOSE '76, PAULINE DESSLER '75,
KEVIN PARKER, BILL KING '75,
JOHN THOMAS, and ILSE BAILEY '77
send the following message to WARREN
ROBINETT: Dear Warren: We really enjoy-
ed our visit to your room. It was quite an
adventure. ROBERT JOSEPH FRICK of
Houston writes, "I've been married for
three-and-a-half years; too busy for kids.
Have worked for SYSCO Corporation for two-
and-a-half years as director of engineering,
administering construction activities and
energy management for them across the
country. Most frequent Rice contact is MAR-
GARET MUT '76, who is my wife's best
friend." ROBERT M. TAYLOR, JR., has

been named president and
director of marketing at
Chelsea Architects in Hous-
ton, a full-service architec-
tural firm specializing in com-
mercial, residential, and res-
taurant projects. He has been

a partner in Chelsea since 1980. The firm, which
is composed of several Rice alumni, recently won
an Honor Award for Innovation in the residential
remodeling category for their work on a Houston
single-family home.

MARJI LUSTICK finished her PhD
qualifying exams in November and is

now working on a dissertation in nineteenth-
century British history at Tulane. DEAN
ORNISH has published Stress, Diet, and Your
Heart with Holt, Rinehart and Winston. A resi-
dent at Massachusetts General Hospital in Bos-
ton, Dean says, "What's new is that we've
combined stress management techniques and
the diet program and showed in a controlled
study that improvements in the heart's function
seem to result in just a few weeks." RICH-
ARD VERM married CLAUDIA ANDER-
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SON '78 last August. Richard is completing
work on a PhD in Geophysics at the University
of Houston, while Claudia is working on her
PhD in clinical/community psychology at the
University of Maryland. She will start a one-
year internship at TRIMS in Houston this fall.
Two years ago, CAROLYN DAHL REES
moved to Calgary, Alberta, from Toronto.
DANIEL CARROLL writes that after gradua-
tion he "played with Athletes in Action for one
season (basketball), attended Dallas Theologi-
cal Seminary 1976-80, and graduated with a
ThM (high honors)." He now teaches Old Tes-
tament and Hebrew at the Central American
Theological Seminary in Guatemala City, Gua-
temala, where he, his wife, and their 11-month-
old son, who was born in Costa Rica, live.

76 SARA SISSENWEIN WEH-
MANEN writes, "I started the

decade by getting married January 1, 1980,
and we've quickly filled our house with chil-
dren, a daughter and a son." Sara lives in
Houston. WARREN WHITE lives in Lafay-
ette, Louisiana, where he is project manager
for a small production piping company. War-
ren left a job with Shell Oil in 1980. He and his
wife announce the birth of a daughter Febru-
ary 11. DAVID T. MOODY will finish his
residency in psychiatry in Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, in June. He writes, "Beginning in July, I
will join Region Ten, the local mental health
center, as medical director. I lost all my
worldly goods in a spectacular fire on Brown's
Mountain in September 1982, but am bounc-
ing back. Finally, Ralph has converted me to
ACC basketball-it's great!" RICHARD
NELSON says, "I have given up on my life-
long dream of becoming an engineer and am
halfway through a biography of PAUL
REINHARDT entitled Pudering Through the
Muck. TOM BOULDIN and his wife, the for-
mer CHERI MEYER '77, announce the
birth of their second son December 8. "We
are also proud of the accomplishments of two
of our best friends," Cheri writes, "JOYCE
BRADSHER '77, who is now assistant edi-
tor of Houston City Magazine, and MARGIT
INMAN '77, who is striking out on her own in
Boulder, Colorado-far from the old gang
here in Houston, but doing well and working
as a research assistant in a molecular biology
lab at the University of Colorado." DAVE
MUSSETT says he, his wife, and daughter
"live in a solar home at the foot of the south-
ern Rockies near Taos, New Mexico. We own
Taos Mountain Realty and Construction Com-
pany. Business is good. The skiing was excel-
lent this past winter. Come see us!"
KAROLINA ADAM received her MD from
the Medical College of Pennsylvania in May.
ROGER HARRIS, who lives in Houston,
writes, "I played with my band, the Texas
Moon Band, for PAUL HELBLING's wed-
ding reception. It was a blast seeing old
friends like DAN STEINER '77, MIKE
PARMET '77, WALTER MURPHY '77,
and others. Anyone needing a fun band for a
party call me or come see us around town."
GLENN HANSEN and his wife "are ecstatic
to announce the birth of their son." Glenn
writes, "We are living (as opposed to being in
Houston) in Albany, Texas, where I'm prac-
ticing dentistry. CHUCK 'QUAD' HODGE
even got married. There's no hope for the
rest of you."

77GLEN COLLIER writes, "I work
for Northern Telecom in Atlanta. I

was married in 1980 and had a beautiful daugh-
ter in 1981." MARC SIEGEL graduated
from SUNY Downstate Medical Center in
May and is moving back to Houston with his
wife to begin an internship in internal medicine
at Baylor College of Medicine Affiliated Hospi-
tals. He is hoping to get in contact with old
friends back in Houston. "No I did not go to
veterinary school!" Marc adds. TINA TOM-
SEN writes, "I'm returning to Houston this
summer to finish three years of ob-gyn resi-
dency at Baylor, then hopefully will return to
Alaska or northern New England to (finally)
practice." ROGER DANNENBERG and
FRANCES KROUSE are married and live in
Pittsburg. Roger has a PhD in computer sci-
ence and Frances will soon earn her doctorate
in clinical psychology. "We'd love to hear
from friends in the area," they add. MARTIN

Reunion planned for Homecoming
1983, October 21-22. MICHAEL

GIBBENS has moved to Tulsa and has
become associated with the law firm of Jones,
Givens, Gotcher, Doyal and Bogan. DAVID
S. KELLERT has moved from New Jersey
to San Rafael, California, where he works as
an analyst in a long range planning group for a
Chevron Bay Area refinery-the same job he
had before. G.H. JOHNSON (MS) has been
promoted to senior engineer of Union Car-
bide's Seadrift, Texas, Plant. He has worked
for Carbide since 1977. DAVID L. HAYES
is now a second-year student at Harvard Law
School. His note, "Copyright Protection of
Computer Program Object Code," was pub-
lished in the May 1983 issue of the Harvard
Law Review, where he serves as a publishing
editor. David, who earned an MS in electrical
engineering from Stanford in 1980, will work
this summer for a law firm in Washington,
D.C.

R. WING is the recipient of a university fel-
lowship to study history at the Graduate
School of Yale University. He will leave the
Tulsa law firm of Conner, Winters, Ballaine,
Barry & McGowen to enter Yale this fall.
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79FRANCIS J. FEY lives in Austin,
where he is assistant to the director

of the Texas Municipal League. He married in
March 1982 and had a daughter February 6,
1983. TERRELL BENOLD will receive his
MD in June from Texas A&M College of Med-
icine. In July he will begin surgical residency at
the Ochsner Foundation Hospital in New
Orleans. CULLEN A. DUKE has been pro-
moted to tax manager in the Houston office of
Price Waterhouse as of July 1. "I have also
been active in the Houston CPA chapter,
including serving as chairman of the Taxpayer
Education Committee for the 1983-84 fiscal
year," he writes. MARSHALL WELCH
graduates from Southwestern Medical School
in June and will move to Salt Lake City, Utah,
to begin residency in internal medicine at the
University of Utah Medical Center. He
.writes, "I'm looking forward to hiking, fish-
ing, and skiing on a regular basis. If anyone is
in the area, look me up." NANCY ELLEN
WALKER says, "I'm taking a hiatus from
acting to pursue a law degree from the Uni-
versity of Houston. I've been working for
Gulf Oil as a paralegal for two years, so it's
not as wild a jump as it might appear. I
received a letter recently from another for-
mer Rice Player, DONNA YEAGER '77.
She is playing the lead in Barefoot in the Park
at the Northcott Theatre, Exeter, England,
this spring, thanks to the recent acquisition of
her full 'Equity' card. So some of us do make
it."

80JACK HOLLINS lives in San Jose,
California, where he works for Zilog

as an integrated circuit design engineer after
getting his MSEE at Berkeley. Jack "ran into
PAUL NIXON at a semiconductor process-
ing conference in San Francisco. He is now
working for IBM in Virginia on VHSIC (Very
High Speed Integrated Circuits)." KATHY
REEVES married PHIL SPRADLING '81
in the Rice Chapel February 26; JIM HOS-
KINSON '82 was the best man. Phil is now in
his second year at UT Medical School in
Houston, while Kathy has her master's in
child development/child therapy and is associ-
ated with two pediatricians. KURT OPPEN-
HEIMER writes that he has moved to
Sunnyvale, California. JOEL D. LILLY of
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, writes that he is
"taking time off from medical school to
explore. Obtained the role of Tinkerbell in a
local theater production. Any alums in the
Chapel Hill area in July are invited." MARY
HERLIHY married ROBERTO ROCA-
MENDENHALL (MArch) '82 in Ohio May
14. The couple will live in Quito, Ecuador,
where real estate developer Roberto has
opened the first shopping mall in the country.
Roberto also has the franchise for Sears &
Roebuck in Ecuador. ANNE BRINKMANN
and her husband TOM BIRCH '81 had their
first child, a son, in February. They live in
Houston, where Tom is a teacher with HISD.

NANCY GRAYSON writes that
she will marry a medical school

classmate June 25 in Tulsa. The couple will
81

stay in Tulsa to finish their last two years of
medical school at the OU School of Medicine.
GEORGE HALL writes that he has
"become relatively settled" in Columbia,
Maryland. WALTER ANDREW BOYD
recently married a Texas Tech School of Law
classmate. The Boyds live in Lubbock.
RUTH WHITESIDE (PhD) delivered the
Will Mann Richardson Lecture at Austin Col-
lege in Sherman, Texas, in March. She is a
foreign service officer with the State Depart-
ment working on East-West issues, and is
a member of the secretary of state's speech-
writing team. Past assignments have included
the Office of West European Affairs, the
Iranian Working Group during the hostage cri-
sis, and the U.S. delegation to the Conference
on Cooperation and Security in Europe, held
in Madrid.

82 MARIE JABLONSKI PREBIL-
SKY married last July. She earned a

master of materials science degree and was
commissioned an ensign in the Navy at Rice's
commencement this spring, and will enter the
Navy's Civil Engineering Corps. "I don't yet
know where I'll be stationed for my first tour of
duty," she says. JAVAN MEINWALD has
moved from New York to River Ridge, Louisi-
ana. THOMAS F. TASCIONE (PhD) has
moved to the U.S. Air Force Academy in Hot
Springs, Colorado. CATHERINE SHIRLEY
SEABROOK is now at the Department of
Spanish and Italian at the University of Kentuc-
ky, Lexington. BEVERLY ALLISON (MIMus)
writes that she has "organized the Flute
Troupe, a group of five professional flute play-
ers, and Chamber Music Unlimited, which gets
any type of musical ensemble together for
any occasion." Beverly will go to Brattleboro,
Vermont, again this summer to study with Lou-
is Moyse. Her two sons also became Eagle
Scouts this year.

In Memoriam
JESS NEELY of Weslaco, Texas, on April 9,
1983. Neely was Rice's head football coach
for 27 seasons, including the Owl's heyday.
See story on page 14.

MICHAEL VINCENT McENANY, JR.,
of Houston on April 28, 1983. A member of
Rice's Department of Electrical Engineering
since 1943, McEnany was also registrar
(1954-64) and dean of undergraduate affairs
(1964-73). After his retirement in 1974 he
continued to serve Rice as the pre-law advisor
until 1982. Survivors include son Michael
McEnany '67.

DOLORES WELDER WHITTINGTON
MITCHELL of Houston on May 19, 1983.
She was the widow of Harmon Whittington
'37 (PhD), a member of Rice's Board of Gov-
ernors from 1949 until his death in 1966.

WILLIAM JAMES FEHRENKAMP of
Houston on March 29, 1983. He had worked
as a door guard at Fondren Library since 1978
and was known to many members of the
Rice community as a writer and literature
enthusiast.

JOHN PLUMBLEY '48 of Houston on
March 22, 1983. Rice's golf coach since the
early 1960s, Plumbley had also worked in the
Development Office and was in charge of the

R Room for several years. A nationally known
professional golfer, coach, instructor, and golf
course architect, he had also been director of
the Pecan Grove Plantation Country Club
near Houston since 1979. Survivors include
his wife Jean, a secretary in Rice's athletic
department.

MARGUERITE ALSOBROOK '18 of
Houston on March 24, 1983; EDWARD M.
SWEENEY '19 of San Antonio on April 8,
1983; PAUL FREDERICK BOBB '20 of
Denton, Texas, on March 9, 1983; THOMAS
HARDY JACKSON, SR. '20 of Jackson,
Mississippi, on March 10, 1983 (survivors
include son Thomas Hardy Jackson, Jr. '40);
GEORGE D. REEVES '21 of San Antonio;
VIOLA MAE WHITING KIRKHAM '21 of
Houston on January 12, 1981; GERHARD J.
BECKERS '22 of Houston on May 4, 1983;
HAROLD MOORE '24 of Houston on May
5, 1983; HUGH S. MURRAY '25 of Wimber-
ley, Texas, on April 9, 1983; SAMUEL D.
ELLIS '26 of Houston on April 1, 1983;
MARY POWARS RIDGWAY '27 of St. Lou-
is on March 19, 1983; MARY McASHAN
ADAMS '28 of Houston on April 30, 1983;
ADRIAN BENNETT CAIRNS '28 of New
Orleans on April 28, 1983 (survivors include
wife Mary Davis Cairns '32); WILL E. WOR-
LEY '28 of Shreveport on January 27, 1983;
ALICE BLAZEK BLOCHER '32 of Hous-
ton in April 1983 (survivors include husband
George D. Blocher '32; sons George D.
Blocher, Jr. '59, John M. Blocher '61, Edward
J. Blocher '66, and Thomas A. Blocher '71; sis-
ter Gladys Aucoin '28; and brother Hugh E.
Blazek '45); MANUEL G. BLOOM '32 of
Houston in May 1983; ALBERT FANES-
TIEL '32 of Baytown in January 1983;
LESLIE ADAM ARNOLD '32 of Annandale,
Virginia, on May 22, 1983 (survivors include
brother Kingsland Arnold '36); ALICE BRIT-
TON '32 of Houston on May 19, 1983 (survi-
vors include sister Mary Britton Schumacher
'27 and brother James L. Britton, Jr., '29);
CLARENCE H. REED '33 of Houston on
April 11, 1983; CHARLES M. BOWDEN
'35 of Houston on March 22, 1983 (survivors
include son Mark Bowden '63); JACK W.
HARRIS '35 of Houston on April 5, 1983 (sur-
vivors include sister Nell Harris '25); MEL-
VILLE CODY '38 of Houston on March 17,
1983 (survivors include brother Claude Cody
'37); ROBERT L. McKEE '38 of Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, on April 11, 1983; JOHN
DELABARRE STAUB '43 of Houston on
May 14, 1983; DONALD W. J. GRIFFITH,
JR. '40 of Houston on December 23, 1982;
ALBERT W. MICHAEL '42 of Houston on
July 28, 1982; DONALD C. BURLESON '44
of Pasadena, Texas, on April 26, 1983 (survi-
vors include wife Mary Alderson Burleson '44
and brother James Elton Burleson '47); HEN-
RY W BELL '47 of Houston in November
1981; N. GENE SIMPSON '47 of Houston on
March 23, 1983; BETTY JO LACKEY
JONES '47 of Houston on May 3, 1983;
JOHN R. KELLY '50 of Brenham, Texas, on
April 19, 1983; HELEN WHITE HENDER-
SON '54 of Houston on May 24, 1983. (survi-
vors include sons Archibald Henderson, III '77
and Russell Van Henderson '79); CHARLES
BURCH SHIELDS '56 of San Antonio on
February 10,1983; DONALD FRANK LAR-
ICK '63 of Coleman, Texas, in March 1983;
ESTHER JO KING '81 in Geneva, Switzer-
land, on March 8, 1983.

CLASSNOTES. Enjoy keeping up with your friends and classmates in the Classnote sec-
tion? Why not return the favor - drop us a line and a (preferably black and white) photo at P.O.

Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251.

O Married?
El Promoted?
O Moved?

O New Job?
0 Take a Trip
O Back in School

O New Baby?
O Run into a Classmate?
O Other?

Send us details:  

Name  

Address (

Class

New?)  



Rice Alumni Travel:
Your Passport

to a Great
Vacation
in 1984

Next year bring back more from your vacation
than snapshots, souvenirs, and a sunburn. Join

an Association of Rice Alumni Travel/Study
Group for a trip as educational as it is exciting.
The Travel/Study Program usually includes a

Rice faculty escort and always features a
pretrip lecture and reading list. Best of all, you

travel with a small group of very special
people — alumni and friends of Rice (who

receive booking priority), parents of students,
or your own favorite traveling companions.
Join us on one or several of the 1984 season

events listed below (prices are approximate):

Christmas 1983 in England
December 20-27, 1983/$1,700
Revel in the traditions of merry England this Christmas. Spend four days in London for theatre,
museums, cathedrals, and walks along historic byways. Then travel to a lovely inn in the country for
Christmas Eve, Christmas, and Boxing Day.

Vatican Art in San Francisco (with optional wine country tour)
February 1984/$550 (option $150)
View the art treasures of the Vatican in a private escorted tour at the San Francisco Museum of Art.
Spend three nights in delightful San Francisco, then opt for a tour of the California wine country,
including dinner at the Domaine Chandon champagne vineyard and two nights in a charming inn.

Iberia: The Art of Spain and Portugal
May 1984/$2,400
Four nights in Madrid include visits to the Prado, Avila, Segovia, La Crania, and Toledo, then fly north
to the renowned pilgrimage center Santiago de Compostela. Next move to Lisbon for three nights,
and on to Seville, Cordoba, and Granada. The 16-day trip emphasizing art, architecture, and the coun-
tryside includes lodging in several paradores.

Austria and Oberammergau
June 1984/$2,900
A breathtaking tour through the Alps, Vienna, Salzburg, and Munich is climaxed by a visit to the three-
hundred-fiftieth anniversary performance of the Passion Play in Oberammergau. Enjoy castles, lakes,
state jewels, art treasures, music, and more in this custom-planned dream vacation.

Scandinavia by Sea
July 1984/$2,950-$4,200 (depending on cabin choice)
The voyage begins in Copenhagen during the choice season of long days and short nights, then con-
tinues in the intimate, deluxe confines of the M.S. Lindblad Polaris to ports in Denmark and Sweden
and up the coast of Norway to the fabulous fjords. Optional extensions to the ten-day adventure will
be planned if interest warrants.

South African Adventure (with optional trip to Victoria Falls)
September 1984/$4,000 (option $230)
This fabulous panorama of South Africa, both the tamed and the untamed, includes Johannesburg, the
Blue Train, Capetown, gold mines, beautiful flowers in season, Zululand, and the animals of Mala-
Mala, with the option of a three-day extension to spectacular Victoria Falls.

Return the coupon below to the Association of Rice Alumni, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251.
Brochures with trip details will be mailed about six months before the departure date.

ENGLAND Yes! I want my next vacation to be as rewarding as possible! Please send
a brochure when available to:SAN FRANCISCO

r SPAIN/PORTUGAL Name  

AUSTRIA/GERMANY Class year or other Rice connection  
- SCANDINAVIA Address 

SOUTH AFRICA City   State  Zip 
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